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Bomb Plot Against Venezuelan National Assembly by Alleged Colombian-Recruited Security
Guard Foiled
by Morgan Artvukhina
Venezuelan National Assembly President Jorge Rodriguez announced on Friday that another
bomb plot directed at the Venezuelan legislature had been averted.
According to Rodriguez, the bomb plot was scheduled for January 26 and was to be carried out
by Richard Grillet Alvarez, a security officer at the National Assembly building who had been
recruited by the Colombian Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) for the task. Grillet was arrested
before he could plant the bomb inside the assembly and detonate it while the legislature was in
session.
Rodriguez denounced what he called further proof of the "Colombianization of the Venezuelan
Opposition," saying Colombian President Ivan Duque has increased his efforts to undermine the
Venezuelan government. Grillet also claims he was supposed to bomb a radar site.
Earlier this week, Rodriguez announced the arrest of another terror suspect, Juan Gutierrez
Aranguren, saying the plot had been orchestrated by opposition figures Leopoldo Lopez and
Juan Guaido, the latter of whom has claimed with US backing that he is the country's interim
president and that Maduro is illegitimate.
Gutierrez had previously taken part in "Operation Gideon." a failed May 2020 kidnapping plot by
Silvercorp, a mercenary group comprised of former US military officials who were hired by
Guaido to kidnap Maduro and extradite him to the United States. The US State Department has
placed a sizeable bounty on Maduro's head, claiming he is the orchestrator of a drug-smuggling
operation.
A new National Assembly was elected in December and inaugurated in January in elections
won by the United Socialist Party of Venezuela, the party of President Nicolas Maduro. The
successful election restored legitimacy on the body after it was disempowered by the
Constitution Assembly in 2017.
As a result, the European Union has ceased recognizing Guaido's claim to be the interim
president, since he lost his National Assembly seat by boycotting the vote. However, the
administration of US President Joe Biden has not changed its course, and Biden reaffirmed his
support for Guaido after taking office last month. However, the US Treasury did relax some of its
incredibly stringent sanctions on Venezuela earlier this week, permitting certain transactions
with Venezuelan port and airport facilities.
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White House Pauses Smart Bomb Sale to Saudi Arabia, But Leaves Room for Future Weapons
Aid
by Morgan Artvukhina
Since World War II, the US has maintained a strategic alliance with the Saudi kingdom and
asked few questions about its internal or external affairs. In exchange, Washington gets access
to cheap petroleum and huge airfields. However, the genocidal war in Yemen is unprecedented
and popular opinion has shifted firmly against Riyadh.
The White House has paused two proposed sales to Saudi Arabia of $760 million in guided
munitions after moving to end US support for Riyadh’s six-year-long war in Yemen.
According to Defense News, the two sales are a $290 million foreign military sale of 3,000
GBU-39 Stormbreaker “small diameter bombs” built by Boeing, and the other is a $478 million
direct sale from Ravtheonof 7,000 Paveway IV smart bombs. Both weapons are deployed by
aircraft for precision strikes like those the Saudi Royal Air Force has conducted against Yemeni
Houthi forces since 2015.
“We are ending all American support for offensive operations in the war in Yemen, including
relevant arms sales,” Biden said in a Thursday speech. “At the same time, Saudi Arabia faces
missile attacks, UAV strikes, and other threats from Iranian-supplied forces in multiple countries.
We’re going to continue to support and help Saudi Arabia defend its sovereignty and its
territorial integrity and its people."
In other words, weapons sales to the Arab monarchy aren’t cancelled or banned. However, it’s
unclear who Biden is referring to as carrying out attacks against Saudi forces. A White House
spokesperson told Defense News that US support for offensive operations against Daesh and
Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula would continue - indeed, the US’ undeclared war in Yemen
long predates the Saudi-led conflict.
The Saudi war began in 2015 when the Houthis, a Zaidi Shiite sect from northern Yemen, led
mass protests over reforms widely believed to amplify poverty in one of the world’s poorest
nations. The Houthis forced Yemeni President Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi from power and Hadi
fled to Riyadh, which launched a coalition war to restore Hadi to power in Yemen that included
the US, United Arab Emirates. Morocco, and Sudan, among other Sunni-majority nations.
The Saudi-led bombing campaign has destroyed much of the country’s infrastructure, including
schools and hospitals, and a naval blockade has all but prevented medical and food aid from
reaching the country, exposing millions to hunger and disease. More than 100,000 Yemenis are
believed to have been killed. However, the Houthis seem to have turned the tide and mounted
increasingly daring and penetrating attacks into Saudi Arabia, including ballistic missile and
suicide drone strikes against the petroleum industry, which is the foundation of the Saudi
monarchy’s wealth.
In the final days of the Trump administration, the US State Department designated the Houthis
as a terrorist organization, which the department under Biden is now reviewing. The US has
accused the Houthis of being regional puppets of Iran, but evidence Tehran is actually arming
the group is slim at best.
A White House spokesperson told Defense News that proposed weapons sales to Saudi Arabia
would return to the oversight process that former US President Donald Trump sidestepped in
order to circumvent congressional objections.
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On Friday, White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki further noted the administration would
“expect Saudi Arabia to improve its record on human rights,” including releasing political
prisoners. The Biden administration is also expected to soon declassify a dossier on the 2018
murder of Saudi dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi, who was slain by a Saudi hit squad in the
Saudi consulate in Istanbul, Turkey.
The CIA under Trump seemed poised to point the finger at Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad bin
Salman, the power behind the Saudi throne, but Trump demurred, not wishing to alienate an
important ally while his administration was turning the screws on Iran. A separate probe by the
Saudi monarchy blamed rogue elements in the administration while exonerating the crown
prince from any wrongdoing.
While Biden is much more critical of the monarchy than Trump was, he is still keen on
cooperating with Riyadh, including trying to bring them into negotiations with Iran on a new
nuclear deal to replace the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action - a move Tehran has
repeatedly rejected.
US support for Saudi Arabia extends back to World War II, when US President Harry Truman
sent a top secret cable to King Abdulaziz ibn al-Saud pledging that "One of the basic policies of
[the] United States in [the] Near East is unqualifiedly to support [the] territorial integrity and
political independence of Saudi Arabia."
“In the 75 years of this peculiar alliance between the United States and Saudi Arabia, the two
countries have had many deeply serious, profound differences, over many subjects," historian
Thomas Lippmann told Sputnik in 2019.
"The United States has never - not once - put this relationship on the line over the fate, or the
human rights of, any individual or group of individuals. In fact, the Truman administration put a
policy in writing that said exactly the opposite. It said: ‘We're there to do business and for
reasons of security. We're not there to tell them how to run their country or organize their
society.' That policy's never been rescinded, and that's what we have always done."
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US Embassy in Jerusalem Made Permanent by Senate as Massive Construction Project
Pushes Ahead
by Morgan Artvukhina
Shortly after taking office last month, US President Joe Biden reversed his predecessor's policy
by re-establishing relations with the Palestine Liberation Organization, including funding for the
United Nations Relief and Works Agency. However, Biden's shedding of Donald Trump-era
precedents will only go so far.
In a late Thursday night vote. 97 US senators voted to make Jerusalem the permanent home of
the US embassy in Israel. Meanwhile, the facility was already planning a vast $600 million
expansion project.
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The only lawmakers to dissent on the issue were Sens. Bernie Sanders (l-VT), Elizabeth
Warren (D-MA), and Tom Carper (D-DE). The measure was added to the larger $1.9 trillion
budget bill that is also the vehicle for US President Joe Biden’s COVID-19 relief package.
In February 2020, during the Democratic Presidential Primary race, Sanders said that if elected
president, he would consider returning the embassy to Tel Aviv, as Jerusalem is not held to be
legal Israeli territory by the United Nations.
“Sadly, tragically, in Israel, through [Israeli Prime Minister] Bibi Netanyahu, you have a
reactionary racist who is now running that country,” Sanders said at the time. “I happen to
believe that what our foreign policy in the Mideast should be about is absolutely protecting the
independence and security of Israel. But you cannot ignore the suffering of the Palestinian
people.”
However, Warren has never directly spoken in favor of moving the embassy, saying only that
“We should let the parties determine the capitals themselves.”
Former US President Donald Trump announced the move in 2018 after recognizing Israel’s
long-standing claim that Jerusalem is its capital. Israel captured the city in the 1967 war with
Jordan, when it also seized the West Bank, Golan Heights, Gaza Strip and Sinai Peninsula.
However, the United Nations has repeatedly condemned the move, saying the annexation of
Jerusalem and occupation of other territories are illegal under international law.
Palestinians also claim Jerusalem as the capital of a future Palestinian state. Much of the city's
Arab population was driven out after the Israeli conquest thanks to neighborhood demolitions,
restrictive laws, and police harassment.
The decision to recognize Jerusalem and move the embassy helped spark a new wave of
Palestinian resistance, including the Great March of Return, a prolonged struggle at the
Israel-Gaza border by refugees demanding to be allowed to return to lands from which they had
been ousted by Israeli settlers that lasted nearly 18 months.
Meanwhile, plans for a vast $600 million construction project to build two new facilities for the
US embassy are moving forward. The city has recently granted two permits for new buildings,
the Jerusalem Post reported.
The US delegation presently operates out of the old consulate building, but the new facilities are
larger: one will be the embassy building itself, while the other will contain housing for staff and
recreational facilities, and possibly a new official residence for the US ambassador.
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Photo: China’s Tianwen-1 Probe Sends Snapshot of Mars as First of 3 Earth Spacecraft Closes
In
by Morgan Artvukhina
China’s space program is rapidly reaching one milestone after another. In December, it returned
the first lunar surface samples to Earth in decades, and previously became the first nation to
soft-land a spacecraft on the far side of the moon.
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The China National Space Administration (CNSA) released a photo of Mars from its Tianwen-1
probe, which is due to enter orbit around the red planet in the coming days. However, the
spacecraft is just one of three arriving in Martian orbit this month.
According to CNSA. the image was taken roughly 2.2 million kilometers from Mars, just before
Tianwen-1 began a corrective burn to take it into Martian orbit. At present, the probe is just 1.1
million kilometers from Mars.
Tianwen-1 is expected to perform a Mars orbital insertion on February 10 before deploying a
lander and rover to the surface in May, if all goes according to plan. If CNSA is successful, it will
make China just the third nation to land a spacecraft on Mars, after the United States and the
Soviet Union. The European Space Agency has sent several landers to Mars, but all have
crashed.
In October, Tianwen-1 sent back selfies from its trip, when it was roughly halfway to Mars. When
it lands in May, it will touch down on Utopia Planitia, a vast impact plain, which it will explore
with photographs, ground-penetrating radar, and a host of devices for analyzing the contents of
the Martian soil.
The China National Space Administration on Thursday published pictures of its first Mars rover,
Tianwen-1, which have been made by the spacecraft itself en route to the Red Planet
However, Tianwen-1 isn’t the only spacecraft from Earth arriving in Mars' orbit this month. A day
before Tianwen-1 enters orbit, the United Arab Emirates’ Al-Amal (Hope) spacecraft will arrive.
Hope is the Arab world’s first Mars probe, but it won’t descend to the surface. Instead, it will stay
in orbit and analyze the Martian atmosphere.
The United States’ Perseverance probe is expected to arrive on February 18. “Percy” is
expected to make a beeline for the planet’s surface. If it successfully lands, the probe will
attempt to deploy the Ingenuity helicopter, which could be the first craft to fly through Martian
skies. Percy is expected to land in Jezero crater, which NASA scientists believe was once a lake
and which the Curiosity rover already on Mars is incapable of reaching.
All three were launched just days apart in order to take advantage of Earth and Mars being at
the closest distance in their orbits, significantly reducing travel time between the planets.
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NATO Picks France’s Toulouse for New Military Space ‘Center of Excellence’
by Morgan Artvukhina
While the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has disavowed an interest in militarizing
space, several members of the alliance, including the US, UK, and France, have oriented
themselves toward conflict in the space domain in recent years.
The North Atlantic alliance has selected the French city of Toulouse to host its new higher
education center for military space affairs.
NATO announced on Thursday the “center of excellence” would be placed in Toulouse, which is
also home to France’s National Center for Space Studies (ONES), the country’s space agency
and which will one day be home to its Military Space Command.
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Toulouse is also home to major European aerospace industry facilities, including an Airbus
training center and a factory owned by Thales Alenia.
According to Defense News, the new space center will be a center of higher military education
along the lines of NATO’s other centers of excellence, providing a forum for educating leaders
and specialists from NATO member states and alliance partners.
“The ‘centre of excellence’ label is part of the Higher Education Pact implemented by the
General Directorate of International Relations and Strategy. The goal [of this pact] is to
regenerate and develop the pool of French researchers linked to defense,” the French Defense
Ministry saidin a statement.
A separate Space Center was founded under Allied Air Command at Germany’s Ramstein Air
Base last year. While NATO has denied any interest in militarizing space, claiming only to wish
to study related issues, in 2019 it designated space an operational domain alongside air, land,
sea, and cyber, including such missions as reconnaissance and ballistic missile early warning.
By contrast, the Biden administration said earlier this week it was retaining the US Space Force,
a sixth branch of the US military created by former US President Donald Trump, and the French
defense ministry renamed its air force last year to the French Air and Space Force. The United
Kingdom has also established a space command as part of that country’s biggest military
expansion since the Cold War.
According to the Pentagon, the Space Force was founded to answer new threats posed by
Russian and Chinese space weapons, including anti-satellite missiles the US has long
possessed. However, Moscow has denied any interest in breaking the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty, which banned space weapons, and the unceasing flow of lucrative contracts to defense
firms for offensive and defensive systems for the Space Force suggest a more-than-slight
influence by the military-industrial complex.
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UN Chief Reappoints Michael Bloomberg as Climate Envoy
by Mary F.
Michael Bloomberg is an American businessman and politician who served as the mayor of
New York City from 2002 to 2013. He was also a candidate for the 2020 Democratic nomination
for president of the US.
In a statement Friday, United Nations (UN) Secretary-General Antonio Guterres announced that
former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg has been reappointed as a special envoy for
climate change.
Bloomberg was first appointed as a UN special envoy on cities and climate change in 2014. In
2018, Bloomberg was given the new title of special envoy for climate action but left the role one
year later to enter the Democratic presidential race.
"Mr. Bloomberg will support the work of the Secretary-General in growing and strengthening the
coalition of governments, companies, cities and financial institutions committing to net-zero
before 2050 in line with the goals of the Paris Agreement," states a UN press release.
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“The special envoy will engage Government officials and members of the private sector and civil
society to finalize and implement plans, particularly in high-emitting countries, industries and
sectors, to vastly accelerate the transition to a clean energy economy,” the release adds.
In a Friday tweet, Bloomberg said he was “honored” to serve as the UN special envoy.
“I'm honored to serve as @UN Special Envoy for Climate Ambition & Solutions, and the first
Global Ambassador for #RacetoZero & #RacetoResilience. Climate change is a global
challenge, and I'm looking forward to continuing to accelerate progress,” the billionaire tweeted
Friday.
Former US president Donald Trump withdrew the US from the Paris agreement in 2017.
The Paris Agreement is an international deal that was created within the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change in 2015. Countries that are part of the deal set limits on their
greenhouse gas emissions, the primary cause of man-made climate change.
In January, Biden signed an executive order to have the US rejoin the Paris climate agreement.
"The window for meaningful action is now very narrow - we have no time to waste," Dr. M.
Sanjayan, chief executive of Conservation International, an environmental advocacy group said
after Biden’s announcement, NPR reported. "President Biden's action today is certainly a step in
the right direction."
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UAE, Bahrain Cut Aid to Palestinian Refugees Following Normalization Agreements With Israel
- Report
by Mary F.
The UAE and Israel signed a normalization agreement on August 13, 2020. Relations between
Bahrain and Israel were later normalized on September 11,2020. Sudan established formal ties
with the Jewish state on October 23, 2020, while Morocco followed suit on December 10, 2020.
The UAE and Bahrain have greatly cut back funding for the UN agency for Palestinian refugees
following their normalization agreements with Israel, according to a report by the Times of Israel,
which cited the Center for Near East Policy Research, an Israeli nonprofit organization.
According to the nonprofit, the UAE sent the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA)
$53 million in 2018 and $51 million in 2019. However, in 2020, the UAE allegedly only sent the
agency, which helps support Palestinian refugees, $1 million.
Although Bahrain has also been accused of cutting funds to the agency, no figures were
provided to the Center for Near East Policy Research.
The US also cut its support for UNRWA under the Trump administration in 2018.
Following the decision, a spokesperson for Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas called the
move an "assault" against Palestinians.
"Such a punishment will not succeed to change the fact that the United States no longer has a
role in the region and that it is not a part of the solution," Nabil Abu Rudeina told the BBC at the
time.
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In January, Washington’s interim UN envoy, Richard Mills, said President Joe Biden intends to
“restore US assistance programs that support economic development and humanitarian aid for
the Palestinian people.” However, Mills did not specifically refer to the UNRWA.
According to its website, the UNRWA provides assistance and protection for almost 5.7 million
Palestinian refugees.
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Mike Pence to Launch Podcast Hosted by Conservative Youth Group
by Mary F.
Former US Vice President Mike Pence, a member of the Republican Party, served as the 48th
vice president of the US between 2017 and 2021. Pence was also the 50th governor of Indiana
between 2013 and 2017.
Following his time as vice president of the US, Pence will be launching a podcast, writing a
monthly op-ed and speaking at conferences and colleges hosted by the Young America’s
Foundation (YAF), a conservative youth organization with the mission of "ensuring that
increasing numbers of young Americans understand and are inspired by the ideas of individual
freedom, a strong national defense, free enterprise, and traditional values."
Pence will join YAF as the organization’s first Ronald Reagan presidential scholar and is
expected to become a frequent member of the group’s campus lecture circuit post-COVID-19.
The YAF announced the new partnership with the former vice president in a Friday press
release.
“In addition to campus lectures, Vice President Pence will address audiences at YAF’s
life-changing student conferences, share the importance of investing in the rising generation of
conservatives, publish a monthly op-ed on relevant issues, and launch a new video podcast to
share the good news of conservatism through one of today’s most popular mediums,” the
release notes.
In a Friday statement, Governor Scott Walker, president of Young America’s Foundation,
welcomed Pence’s partnership with the organization.
“Vice President Pence has been a stalwart defender of individual freedom, traditional values,
free markets, and limited government throughout his career of distinguished service to our
country,” noted Walker.
“Now, by partnering with YAF, the Vice President will continue to attract new hearts and minds
to the conservative cause, passing along the ideas of freedom—just as President Reagan did
before, during, and after his time in office. Vice President Pence’s energy and enthusiasm for
Ronald Reagan’s values has and will continue to inspire a new generation of young people,” he
added.
Pence also acknowledged his new partnership with the conservative organization.
“Throughout its 60-year history, Young America’s Foundation has been a bulwark of the
Conservative Movement, advancing the cause of freedom and ensuring our future leaders
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embrace America’s founding principles and I am honored to join YAF as the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Scholar,” Pence announced Friday.
“Long before I became Vice President to President Donald Trump, the vision and leadership of
Ronald Reagan inspired my youth and I am humbled to continue the work of advancing the
Conservative cause from a position bearing his name. Now more than ever, we need to take the
case for freedom, free markets, and traditional values to the rising generation and I look forward
to working with the great YAF team to ensure the torch of freedom shines bright for generations
to come,” he continued.
Prior to his political career, Pence spent a decade as a prominent conservative radio
personality.
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Joe Biden on COVID Relief Bill: GOP Not Willing To Go as Far as We Need
by Gabv Arancibia
Earlier, Senate Democrats cleared a budget resolution that paves the way for lawmakers to
pass a COVID-19 relief bill without Republican support. The budget measure will now go back
to the House of Representatives for approval.
US President Joe Biden addressed the nation on Friday to discuss his administration's efforts to
tackle the economic downfalls prompted by the deadly COVID-19 pandemic, stressing that he
will move forward without Republican support if needed.
"The economy is still in trouble," Biden told the public. The "one in a century virus has
decimated our economy ... we're still in the teeth of this pandemic."
Although new cases and hospitalizations related to COVID-19 have started to subside
somewhat, the pandemic death toll has continued to surge, with January being marked as the
deadliest month thus far. To date, the US has reported over 456,000 COVID-19 deaths,
according to Johns Hopkins University.
"I'm going to act. I'm going to act fast," Biden said. "I'd like to be doing it with the support of
Republicans ... But they're just not willing to go as far as I think we have to go."
The commander-in-chief underscored that while he preferred bipartisan work on offering
Americans COVID-19 relief, it would be an "easy choice" to put bipartisan efforts aside in favor
of providing adequate assistance to struggling Americans "now."
Moments after Biden's remarks, White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki told reporters during a
briefing that the Biden administration is "not going to sit here and wait" for Republican support
on a measure "when we haven't even received an offer."
Vaccine is 'Job Number One'
In announcing his plans, Biden explained his administration's COVID-19 relief will direct $160
billion into the national COVID-19 strategy to bolster manufacturing, distribution and establishing
vaccinations sites across the nation.
"Anything that's needed to get vaccine in peoples' arms," Biden said, adding that "job number
one is vaccines."
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The second focus of his administration's efforts would be providing financial support to the
American public, assistance that will include the $1,400 stimulus checks that were initially
proposed, extension of the unemployment insurance, rental assistance, health insurance
coverage and ensuring that essential personnel do not lose their jobs, among other measures.
"It's better economics," Biden remarked, noting that his plan would not only address the
"immediate crisis," but also promote economic growth in the future.
Biden's address came amid the release of the latest job report, which detailed that while the
economy added 49,000 payrolls, America's jobs recovery is losing steam. In fact, the US is still
down nearly 10 million jobs, with the unemployment rate leveling at 6.3%.
Congressional Efforts to Push COVID-19 Relief Package
Earlier, hours before Biden's address, the US Senate approved a budget plan for the $1.9 trillion
COVID-19 relief plan, with US Vice President Kamala Harris breaking the tie with a 51-50 vote.
The budget resolution is effectively a shell bill and only provides instructions to congressional
committees on drafting COVID-19 legislation under reconciliation, an arcane tool that
Democrats used so lawmakers could advance the measure through a simple majority.
The measure is now due to be tossed back to the US House since Senate lawmakers made
changes to the resolution when it was initially introduced. A vote on the resolution is expected
later Friday.
US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) has indicated that the chamber anticipates passing a
COVID-19 relief bill within the next two weeks, with officials starting next Monday on filtering
through the specifics of the bill.
However, legislation in the Senate is likely to be stalled as the chamber begins proceedings in
Trump's second impeachment trial next week.
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Capitol Rioter ‘QAnon Shaman’ Moved to Virginia Jail That Serves Organic Food
by Gaby Arancibia
Jacob Chansley, better known as the so-called “QAnon Shaman,” recently went on a hunger
strike after the Washington, DC, jail he was initially transferred to failed to provide him with food
that was consistent with his shamanic diet.
Chansley, a 33-year-old resident of Arizona, was transferred to the Alexandria Detention Center
in Virginia on Thursday after a federal judge ruled that his jailers must adhere to the Capitol
rioter’s dietary restrictions.
The relocation was prompted after the US Marshal Service informed US District Judge Royce C.
Lamberth that the District of Columbia Department of Correction (DCDOC) was requesting that
Chansley be moved to another facility because the agency was unable to honor the court’s
order to provide the rioter with his organic diet.
According to the Associated Press, upon being informed of the development, Lamberth
indicated that the Alexandria facility would be able to accommodate the specified diet.
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This image provided by The Alexandria (Va.) Sheriffs Office shows Jacob Chansley. A judge
ordered corrections authorities to provide organic food to the Arizona man who is accused of
participating in the insurrection at the U.S. Capitol while sporting face paint, no shirt and a furry
hat with horns. He was moved from the Washington jail to the Virginia facility.
Lamberth’s Wednesday order for the DCDOC to provide Chansley with organic food came
hours after the Al Watkins, the horn-toting, self-avowed shaman’s lawyer, submitted an
emergency motion that detailed his client was withering away because he was not being given
food that aligned with his diet.
Watkins claimed in the legal filing that in the several days Chansley refused to eat, he reportedly
lost more than 20 pounds. He also wrote in the motion that if his client was forced to eat
non-organic food it “would act as an ‘object intrusion’ onto his body and cause serious illness if
he were to eat it.”
Although lawyers for the DCDOC argued that they found no evidence that an organic diet was a
“tenet” of shamanism, Lamberth ultimately deferred to an earlier ruling on Chansley’s diet that
determined a facility must adhere to the Arizona man’s organic diet while he remains in custody.
Chansley has remained in custody since his arrest in Arizona in early January. He is presently
charged with civil disorder, obstruction of an official proceeding and entering and remaining in a
restricted building, among other violations.
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US House Passes Senate-Cleared Budget Resolution, Opens Path to Biden’s COVID-19 Plan
by Gaby Arancibia
The House of Representatives vote followed an address by US President Joe Biden to the
American public that underscored he would be pushing his $1.9 trillion COVID-19 relief package
through Congress with or without support from Republican lawmakers.
The US House approved a Senate-amended budget measure on Friday, effectively establishing
a pathway to advancing Biden’s economic relief plan.
The measure cleared the House with 219 lawmakers voting in favor and 209 voting against the
resolution. Although the vote did largely come down along party lines, Rep. Jared Golden
(D-ME) joined Republicans in voting against the budget resolution.
With the shell bill having passed both chambers of the US Congress, Democrats will begin
working out the details of the COVID-19 relief package over the next several weeks, with a
deadline of February 16.
Lawmakers will be doing so in line with instructions the resolution contains for congressional
committees as part of the budget reconciliation process Democrats tapped to push legislation
without needing Republican support.
Instructions within the resolution touch on Biden’s call for $1,400 stimulus checks to the public,
funding for the national COVID-19 strategy, increases on child tax credits and an extension of
the emergency unemployment benefits which are due to run out in March.
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The US House had already passed the resolution earlier this week, when two Democrats voted
against the effort; however, the chamber was forced to hold a revote on Friday after Senate
lawmakers opted to amend the measure.
The Senate early Friday approved a budget resolution that paves the way for fast-track passage
of President Joe Biden's $1.9 trillion coronavirus relief plan without support from Republicans.
The Senate’s passage, which came down to a 51-50 vote after US Vice President Kamala
Harris broke a tie, followed hours of voting on amendments in what became a marathon
“vote-a-rama.” The hours-long process highlighted a variety of contentious issues, such as limits
on who may be eligible for stimulus checks and a move to increase the minimum wage.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) told reporters earlier in the day that she anticipates the
House will be sending a bill to the Senate sometime within the next two weeks so that
lawmakers can avoid a pause in the unemployment benefits.
It’s unclear when the Senate may take up the measure, as senators are gearing up for the start
of Trump’s second impeachment trial next week.
For his part, Biden has signaled that he would like for the COVID-19 relief plan to be passed
with bipartisan support, but acknowledged to the American public during a Friday address that
he would do so without Republican support if he needed to. The president said that the GOP is
“just not willing to go as far as I think we have to go."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
‘Waste of My Time’: Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene OK With Being Stripped of Committee
Assignments
by Gabv Arancibia
With a 230-199 vote in the US House of Representatives, Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-GA)
was officially stripped of her committee assignments late Thursday in the wake of incendiary
comments she made. Eleven Republicans sided with Democrats in the removal decision.
In her first statements following the vote, Greene told reporters on Friday that the House’s
decision to remove her from committee posts effectively liberated her so that she could build a
political network aimed at supporting her stances and those of the Republican Party.
Greene’s remarks were made during a 20-minute news conference set up near the US Capitol
that was riddled with the freshman congresswoman’s beliefs that the media was at fault for the
public’s negative view of her and that the government is acting “tyrannical,” among other topics.
“Going forward, I’ve been freed,” she said of being removed from both the House Education and
Labor Committee and the Budget Committee. “I'm fine with being kicked off of my committees
because it would be a waste of my time.”
“Now I have a lot of free time on my hands, which means I can talk to a whole lot more people
all over this country. I can talk to more people and make connections and build a huge amount
of support that I've already got started with people who want to put America first,” she
continued, noting that individuals she’s spoken with “don't care about the party lines and don’t
care about any of the political identities involved.”
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The Georgia congresswoman added that by lawmakers voting in favor of removing her from
committee assignments, they also “stripped my district of their voice, they stripped my voters of
having representation to work for them.”
Greene, who also indicated that she ran for her congressional job because she does not
“respect what our government has become,” told reporters that, moving forward, she would also
be focusing her attention on voting “very conservative” in the chamber.
Hours before the Capitol appearance, Greene took to Twitter and referred to the Democrats and
the 11 Republicans who crossed party lines for the vote as a “bunch of morons ... for giving
some one [sic] like me free time.”
The vote against Greene was taken up after House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-CA)
decided to condemn Greene’s past remarks, but refused to take action against the
newly-installed Republican.
Greene came under the spotlight for her history of promoting QAnon conspiracy theories and
endorsing violence against Democrats before officially taking office. Some of the voiced theories
by Greene included beliefs that school shootings were staged by supporters of gun control, the
9/11 terrorist attacks were orchestrated by the government, and that the California wildfires
were set by a space laser.
Ahead of the Thursday vote, the lawmaker did renounce some of the conspiracy theories she
promoted during a speech on the House floor; however, she also took the time to lash out
against the media and Democrats. While Greene did not formally apologize for her past
incendiary comments, she did issue an apology during the Friday media appearance when
asked by a reporter. Greene did not offer an explanation as to why she failed to apologize
during the Thursday speech.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Judge Rules Capitol Rioter Who Bragged About Siege Can Take ‘Work-Related Bonding
Trip’ to Mexico
by Gabv Arancibia
Jenny Louise Cudd, a resident of Midland, Texas, was one among hundreds who stormed the
US Capitol on January 6; however, she soon enough became a face of the insurrection after
she opted to launch a livestream in which she bragged about being part of the “new revolution.”
A federal judge on Friday issued an order granting Cudd permission to partake in a prepaid
“work-related bonding trip” with her colleagues and their spouses to Riviera Maya, Mexico, that’s
scheduled for mid-February.
US District Judge Trevor McFadden noted in a Friday decision that the request had been
granted on the grounds that Cudd had no history of a criminal record, and that there was no
evidence showing she was either a flight risk or a danger to others.
Additionally, it was noted in McFadden’s decision that neither Cudd’s pretrial service officer nor
lawyers representing the US government were opposed to the trip.
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Cudd’s lawyers had initially submitted a request to the court in a Monday court filing that
highlighted she had no previous criminal history and had remained in contact with both her
lawyer and pretrial officer.
The Texas flower shop owner was one of many who became the face of the deadly insurrection
which claimed the lives of three police officers. Cudd infamously livestreamed herself via
Facebook and was seen walking through the Capitol grounds, telling viewers that she and
others broke “down [House Speaker] Nancy Pelosi’s office door and someone stole her gavel.”
Cudd was ultimately arrested by the FBI days after the riot and charged with entering and
remaining on restricted grounds and violent entry or disorderly conduct. The Texas resident was
later released on bond on January 21, with the judge ordering her to keep away from the
nation’s capital unless it’s for meetings with her lawyer or for court appearances.
The latest development tied to the Capitol riot came after Jacob Chansley, who also became
one of the faces of the siege as the “QAnon Shaman,” was transferred to a Virginia facility so
that he could be provided with organic food that aligned with his strict, shamanic diet.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Feds Arrest Suspected Rioters Who Chartered Private Jet to Protest Election Results
by Evan Craighead
Jenna Ryan, another Texas-based real estate broker, was arrested last month after authorities
with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) came across a social media video in which she
identified herself.
Katherine Schwab and Jason Hyland, two real estate brokers from Dallas, Texas, were arrested
earlier this week and both charged with "knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted
building or grounds without lawful activity" and "disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds," during
the deadly January 6 riot in and around the Capitol building.
According to a criminal complaint filed in the US District Court for the District of Columbia,
Hyland "described the walk up the steps of the Capitol building as a ‘funnel’. There were two
Capitol Police Officers holding the doors open at the top of the stairs."
Hyland recounted that when he asked cops if he could go inside, officers replied, "everyone else
is."
The complaint details that Schwab and Hyland were suspected to have been inside the Capitol
building via photo evidence.
Prior to her arrest in Texas on Monday, Schwab told a user on Facebook that she was not able
to take pictures once inside the building "because they closed the door behind us and had their
guns drawn at a few...interesting though, the national guard was in there and didn’t move an
inch. They sat back. They didn’t fight against us at all...because there was no need to. After the
girl was shot and killed that’s when we raised hell.”
The "girl" she referred to was Ashli Babbitt, the 14-year military veteran shot and killed by a
Capitol Police officer during the riot.
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Schwab and Hyland notably flew from Texas to Washington, DC, with Jenna Ryan, who was
arrested on January 15 and charged with “knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted
building or grounds without lawful authority” and “disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds" - the
same charges leveled against the other two accused. Hyland reportedly booked the private jet.
“Life or death, it doesn’t matter. Here we go," Ryan declared during a recording posted to her
social media accounts, “Y’all know who to hire for your Realtor, Jenna Ryan for your Realtor.”
A photo posted to her since-deleted account also appeared to threaten news organizations
reporting on the January 6 incident.
"If the news doesn't stop lying about us we're going to come after their studios next," she
tweeted.
During an interview with Candysdirt.com, Ryan referred to herself and other rioters as "front-line
patriots who are fighting for liberty."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
RPT - Migrants Still Expelled From US Despite Mexico Decision to End Cooperation - Rights
Group
EL PASO, February 5 (Sputnik) - US immigration enforcement continues to expel Central
American migrants to Mexico despite the Mexican government's decision to stop abiding by the
Trump-era health policy, Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy Center Executive Director and
attorney Linda Rivas told Sputnik.
"We have confirmed with our colleagues in Cd. Juarez [Mexico] that this is not the case in this
region. Central Americans, including family units, are still being expelled on a daily basis," Rivas
said.
On Wednesday, the Washington Post reported that the Mexican government would stop
allowing the US government to expel Central American migrants back to Mexico under a
Trump-era policy, known as Title 42, which has allowed US immigration enforcement to
immediately expel migrants at the southern border without going through traditional immigration
proceedings.
The policy was implemented in order to prevent the novel coronavirus from spreading in Border
Patrol stations and immigration detention centers. More than 390,000 migrants have been
subject to "expulsions" since the policy went into effect last March.
The new development has worried immigration advocacy groups on the border, which are
concerned that another migrant humanitarian crisis may be looming ahead amid the pandemic.
Rivas said immigration advocacy groups over the last several weeks have been preparing to aid
asylum seekers in the El Paso region in light of recent events.
"People migrating doesn't have to be a crisis. We should be allowing asylum seekers to
present," Rivas said. "DHS [Department of Homeland Security] needs to be ready to process
asylum seekers in a humane manner and avoid a crisis, they have the power to do this."
Earlier this week, US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) said it has seen a steady increase
in border encounters since April 2020, which has caused some facilities to reach maximum safe
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holding capacity. The agency said it will avoid keeping migrants in a congregate setting for any
length of time amid the pandemic.
CBP data shows that more than 70,000 migrants have been apprehended at the US-Mexico
border each month from October to December. The numbers for January will be released later
this month.
President Joe Biden has ordered a review of the current US immigration policies and a
temporary stop to the so-called "Remain in Mexico" asylum program, officially known as the
Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP), which required asylum-seeking migrants to temporarily
return to Mexico for the duration of their immigration proceedings. More than 60,000
asylum-seeking migrants have been affected by the rule
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
RPT: ANALYSIS - Delay in US Afghan Exit May End Peace Talks, Yet Biden Unlikely to 'Hand'
Taliban Victory
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - A delayed withdrawal of US forces from Afghanistan will
likely lead to an end to intra-Afghan peace talks, but the Biden administration may find it
necessary as opposed to leaving without any meaningful concessions from the Taliban, experts
told Sputnik.
On Wednesday, the congressionally-mandated Afghanistan Study Group, co-chaired by former
Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman General Joseph Dunford, released a report that recommended
the United States delay a withdrawal from Afghanistan if the Taliban fail to abide by the
agreement it reached with Washington last February under the Trump administration.
POSTPONED US EXIT LIKELY TO END PEACE TALKS
The Middle East Institute's Afghanistan and Pakistan Studies Director Marvin Weinbaum told
Sputnik the Taliban will likely pull out of peace talks if the Biden administration decides to halt
plans to fully withdraw US forces from Afghanistan.
"Their participation has largely been in order to ensure that foreign forces leave," Weinbaum
said. "Once the US decides to keep an indefinite military presence, however small, the Taliban's
incentive to remain in the talks will be gone."
The US-Taliban deal, also known as the Doha agreement, signed last February under the
Trump administration requires the United States to withdraw all forces in exchange for
counterterrorism assurances. However, US officials have said the Taliban have failed to split
from al-Qaeda as required by the agreement.
A Taliban official last week said they will shoot any Americans who remain in Afghanistan
beyond the exit date.
Weinbaum said a decision by the administration to halt plans to withdraw from Afghanistan may
escalate violence in the country, but a complete withdrawal of US forces in Afghanistan could
lead to greater violence.
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"It will probably lead to an escalation in violence but so too is there likely to be greater violence
once the foreign forces have departed and in the absence of US air power the Taliban mount a
major military military campaign against the Afghan security forces," Weinbaum said.
The Taliban has increased its military and political strength in Afghanistan for some time as the
Kabul government and United States, in their effort to reach a political settlement, have regularly
yielded in the negotiations to the Taliban, \Afeinbaum said.
AVOID HANDING AWAY WIN
Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters on Friday that the US Defense Department
is currently reviewing the Doha agreement. Kirby said Washington has recommitted to a political
solution, and pointed out that there is no military solution to the conflict.
Michael O'Hanlon, who specializes in US defense strategy at the Brookings Institution, told
Sputnik the Biden administration must remain flexible and avoid giving the Taliban a one-sided
deal in its favor.
"We have to stay flexible and seek peace, but we can’t hand a victory to the Taliban," O'Hanlon
said.
The experts do not foresee a large deployment of US troops in Afghanistan. Under the Trump
administration, the United States reduced its troop levels in Afghanistan from 14,000 to 2,500.
"Conceivably it could go up to 4,500 but it is doubtful that any increase in troops would occur,"
Weinbaum said. "There's not the political support for becoming more committed."
O'Hanlon also agreed that a small increase to the US presence in Afghanistan is possible under
the current conditions unless a major event occurred that would require a major military
escalation.
"I think modest increases within the rough framework of today, and roles and missions of today,
would be possible, yes, but nothing huge, absent another big event like another major terrorist
attack in the US emanating from Afghan soil," O'Hanlon said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
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RPT - US, Russia Can Seek Missile Defense INF Limits After New START Deal - Arms Control
Analyst
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States and Russia can launch fresh
negotiations for limits on missile defense systems and intermediate-range nuclear forces (INF)
after agreeing to extend the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START) for five years,
Los Alamos Study Group Director Greg Mello told Sputnik.
"Paths trodden in the past may still be among the best, including limitations on missile defense
and intermediate arms," Mello said. "It would be helpful if NATO countries ended NPT
[Non-Proliferation Treatyj-violating basing of US nuclear weapons."
On Wednesday, the United States and Russia agreed to extend the New START treaty for five
more years without any renegotiation of its terms. The treaty is now set to expire on February 5,
2026.
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Mello said extending New START was the easiest move the new Biden administration could
make with Russia to revive momentum in strategic arms control talks following President Donald
Trump's scrapping of so many arms control agreements. But further progress could now be
made despite the poor state of US-Russia relations, Mello noted.
"The New START extension was very much the 'low-hanging fruit' on the arms control tree.
Other fruit is not ripe but could ripen if bilateral relations were to warm up. There is no visible
sign of that - the opposite I would say - but arms control and disarmament have always
proceeded under threatening clouds," he said.
Both American public opinion and significant elements within the US military favored scrapping
or at least curbing the proliferation of nuclear weapons systems, Mello pointed out.
"We cannot leave this matter to the officials of the Biden Administration but must seek every
way forward, like water finding its way. We therefore must be hopeful but realistic also. The
American people do not much like nuclear weapons, and a fair chunk of the military has no love
for nuclear weapons either," he said.
The United States and Russia still enjoyed the possibility of reaching strategic cooperation on
nuclear arms as well as in other major security areas in the coming years because the costs and
dangers of continuing confrontation were so high for both nations, Mello observed.
"Yes, they can agree, for the simple reason that the United States in particular will, over time,
find its empire unsustainable. Cooperation will become necessary for survival. Let us hope both
our countries are best with farsighted, capable leadership, which to be frank has been in short
supply in the United States," he said.
It was virtually certain that progress in arms control and disarmament would follow, not lead,
progress in other spheres, such as addressing the massive inequality which has grown in the
United States, Mello advised.
"I think politics, including arms control politics, may follow culture. ... Sooner or later some of the
US nuclear modernization plans will slow. 'Sooner or later could be a long time, or, in a mild
degree it could be only a year or two," he said.
However, that time was not come yet, Mello cautioned.
"The atmosphere has to be right, and it isn't," he said.
The New START Treaty has been in effect since 2011 and was set to expire on February 5. It
remains the only arms control agreement between the United States and Russia and implies
that each side would gradually reduce its nuclear arsenal to a total of 700 rockets, 1,550
warheads, and 800 launchers.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
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RPT: FEATURE - In Wall Street vs 'Little Guy,' US Seen Siding With Big Money Again
NEW YORK, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US market upheaval sparked by video-gaming stock
GameStop is forcing regulators to consider whether tighter trading restrictions will be needed for
the first time since the financial crisis.
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But any new curb will likely be felt more by retail investors - such as the kind that took on some
of the largest hedge funds in the battle over GameStop - than Wall Street's powerful banks and
firms which have always been protected under the too-big-to-fail guise,
"Anything that comes out of this from the regulatory side will impact the little guy more," Lance
Roberts, chief investment strategist at RIA Advisors, a Houston-based firm that manages $1
billion, told Sputnik. "There's no way the regulators will do anything that punishes Wall Street."
US agencies with market oversight are under pressure to amend trading regulations after retail
investors on social media site Reddit ganged up in recent weeks to buy shares of GameStop,
sending the price of the loss-making video-gaming retailer soaring and catching unaware hedge
funds that had bet on the stock to fall.
GameStop aside, the so-called WallStreetBets group on Reddit also bid up shares of other
financially-burdened firms like headphone maker Koss and cinema chain AMC Entertainment to
frustrate major bettors who had wagered on those shares to decline too due to the weak
earnings of the firms. At one point, a 15 percent surge in silver futures on New York’s Comex
exchange was also linked to WallStreetBets, although the Reddit group denied this.
As the dust settled this week, hedge funds such as Melvin Capital, Citron Research, Citadel and
Greenlight Capital lost anywhere between tens of millions to a few billion dollars each due to the
actions of the so-called Redditors - made up of college kids and ordinary wage-earners, some
investing the first time and earning tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars on the average from
their wagers.
But some retail investors who bought GameStop also suffered losses, as the stock plunged
from a high of $483 on January 28 to around $60 by February 5, wiping out almost $29 billion in
its market capitalization.
Whatever the case, both sides demanded federal action. The hedge funds want the so-called
Redditors taken to task for colluding to organize the buying of shares - a practice forbidden
under the rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The WallStreetBets group, in return, accuse big banks and financial firms of creating a parallel
effect to collusion by issuing public advisories on stocks they were "shorting," or selling forward,
and the desired prices they had on these shares - which can become self-fulfilling prophecies
once more participants take up such advice.
In short, the group wants the practice of "short-selling" banned. Redittors also filed class-action
lawsuits against online stockbroking applications, their leading target being an app called
Robinhood, that at one point prevented them from adding to their positive wagers on
GameStop. Aside from the failed connotation lent by its name as a dispenser of justice for the
poor, the Robinhood in this case happens to depend largely on revenue from Citadel - the same
hedge fund that lost money short-selling GameStop shares.
Roberts of RIA Advisors said what was not articulated well in the GameStop saga were the
margin requirements imposed on brokerages like Robinhood that had to have at least 10
percent of their clients’ exposure in cash in bank accounts linked with the National Securities
Clearing Corporation that serves as gateway for all US stock trades.
"Because of the exponential trades in GameStop, Robinhood, in theory, ended up very quickly
with negative cash balances and had to raise some $4 billion or so literally overnight," he said.
"That’s why Robinhood was forced to limit its trades and Citadel had to come to its rescue. It
certainly didn’t help allay the conspiracy theory of the two being in bed together."
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As for short-selling, Roberts said it was essentially a risk management tool that he supported.
"If I have a long exposure to quality stocks such as Amazon, Apple and Microsoft, and I want to
hedge some of that risk, there’s nothing wrong in me betting against something like GameStop
because of my research that tells me this stock should go down based on its valuation," he said.
What he was against, said Roberts, was banks and hedge funds publicizing their short calls on
a stock - which, he agrees with Redditors, is a form of collusion, as it has the effect influencing
the masses to help realize the target of the Wall Street firms.
"One of the problems we have with social media of today is stock prices going up and down at
lightning pace because of the calls publicized on Twitter and Face book, and often the damage
is done before regulators can determine if there has been manipulation," he said. "This is
something that needs to stop. If you're a bank and you’re going to short a stock, you can't talk
about it and you can’t publicize it because that’s exactly what you are accusing the Redditors of
doing; only they took bets on the opposite side of you."
What Roberts advocates is exactly what individuals such as Len Peter, a retail investor and
long-time Reddit follower from Queens, New York, want in the form of legislation.
"GameStop and AMC are struggling because of the pandemic that’s strangling brick-and-mortar
stores and cinema chains," Peter said in an interview with Sputnik. "These companies have the
ability to rebound once life is back to normal. But they are not getting any legislative protection
for their shares. Meanwhile, Wall Street is allowed to profit billions of easy dollars by decimating
the value of these companies in the name of hedging."
The spotlight hasn’t fallen on regulators like this since the Great Recession of 2008/09 that led
to the demise of investment bank Lehman Brothers and the bankruptcy of scores of other Wall
Street firms. The Obama administration, that was in office then, responded with some of the
tightest rules aimed at forbidding excessive speculation in the financial markets.
US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen told an ABC interview on Thursday morning that she had
called for a meeting with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Commodities Futures
Trading Commission, and also the Federal Reserve, to "understand deeply" what was going on
with the GameStop issue, before acting. Her office said in a statement later in the day that she
was still reviewing whether what had transpired was "consistent with investor protection and fair
and efficient markets".
Reporting on the development, MarketWatch suggested that to pacify retail investors, regulators
might curb brokers from directing customer trade orders to major market makers to avoid
possible conflict of interest. Adam Sarhan, chief executive at New York-based investment
advisory Sarhan Capital, said there might also be some curbs placed on what investors could
do on social media with information about their stock buys and sells, and further restrictions may
be introduced on margin requirements.
But he also thinks nothing will be done to untowardly hurt the big guys in the room.
"Money talks," Sarhan told Sputnik. "Individuals come and go but the institutions stay. You don't
have ten Goldman Sachs to expend. The institutions are there for a reason and they’re
cemented into the system for a hundred years or more. That was the government’s thinking
when it responded with the bailouts to Wall Street 12 years ago, and that’s how it will also think
now."
Roberts has another interesting theory on why Wall Street firms will never be made to "pay their
pound of flesh", so to speak.
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"Most regulators, when they leave their government jobs, will be going to the same banks and
hedge funds they had oversight over. You don’t want to piss off your future boss with a
regulation he might not like," he said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
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RPT - Biden Must End US ’Rogue Status' in International Treaties - Peace Movement Director
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - Recently inaugurated US President Joe Biden needs to
end the go-it-alone rogue status in which his predecessor Donald Trump isolated the United
States from global treaties and organizations, World BEYOND War peace movement Executive
Director and Nobel Peace Prize nominee David Swanson told Sputnik.
"One of the many things we must rightly demand of the new US government is the
abandonment of rogue status, the serious participation in treaties, a cooperative and productive
relationship with the rest of the world," Swanson said.
On Wednesday, the United States and Russia agreed to extend the New START Treaty for five
more years without any renegotiation of its terms. The treaty is now set to expire on February 5,
2026.
Biden already had the executive power to go much further and recommit the United States to a
web of binding cooperation treaties on national security, environmental and other issues,
Swanson said.
"We’ve all heard about the Iran agreement, which ought to be re-joined and made into a treaty and sanctions [against Tehran] ought to be ended. Biden can do this alone, except for the
ending sanctions part," he stated.
Biden has already returned the United States to the Paris Climate Accords, which Trump pulled
out of. Now, he should go further to extend and strengthen those commitments, Swanson
advocated.
"We’ve all heard about the Paris climate agreement, which ought to be re-joined and made into
a treaty - and military pollution included. Biden can do this alone," he said.
Biden should not rest on his initial laurels but reverse all the moves Trump made to pull the
United States out of so many other international agreements and commitments, Swanson
stressed.
Swanson said many of Trump's moves were illegal because treaties require Congressional
approve and have built-in procedures for addressing the alleged problems the former president
used as excuses to withdraw.
"Biden can rejoin them at will. Does he have the will?" Swanson asked.
Biden needed to commit himself strongly not to disastrous corporate trade agreements, but to
disarmament treaties that increased humanity’s chances of survival, Swanson advised.
"We’re talking about the Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces(INF) Treaty, and the Open Skies
Treaty (OST) which need to be rejoined, not just the New START Treaty that is now being
renewed," he said.
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Swanson warned that the Democrats' obsession over the past four years accusing Trump of
conspiring with Russia to win the 2016 presidential election might prevent the Biden
administration from improving relations with Moscow.
"Will the madness of Russiagate win out over the sane-ness of disarmament?" he asked.
Biden also needed to reverse or scrap many other Trump unilateral moves, Swanson pointed
out.
"Trump also took the United States out of the UN Human Rights Council, and out of UNESCO
[the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), both of which need to be
rejoined. Trump sanctioned the top officials of the International Criminal Court (ICC). That needs
to be undone and the court joined," he said.
Of the United Nations' 18 major human rights treaties, the United States is party to only five,
fewer than any other nation on earth, except Bhutan (with four) and tied with Malaysia,
Myanmar, and South Sudan, Swanson recalled.
"The US government has never ratified the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and withdrew from
the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty in 2001. It has never signed the Mine Ban Treaty or the
Convention on Cluster Munitions," he said.
Contrary to popular opinion, the United States is not a leading provider of aid to the suffering of
the world, not as a percentage of gross national income or per capita or even as an absolute
number of dollars, Swanson added.
Swanson's organization, \Aforld BEYOND War, is a global nonviolent movement that seeks to
end war and establish a just and sustainable peace.
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FEATURE - In YsfaIS Street vs 'Little Guy,' US Seen Siding With Big Money Again
NEW YORK, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US market upheaval sparked by video-gaming stock
GameStop is forcing regulators to consider whether tighter trading restrictions will be needed for
the first time since the financial crisis.
But any new curb will likely be felt more by retail investors - such as the kind that took on some
of the largest hedge funds in the battle over GameStop - than Wall Street’s powerful banks and
firms which have always been protected under the too-big-to-fail guise.
"Anything that comes out of this from the regulatory side will impact the little guy more," Lance
Roberts, chief investment strategist at RIA Advisors, a Houston-based firm that manages $1
billion, told Sputnik. "There's no way the regulators will do anything that punishes YsfaII Street."
US agencies with market oversight are under pressure to amend trading regulations after retail
investors on social media site Reddit ganged up in recent weeks to buy shares of GameStop,
sending the price of the loss-making video-gaming retailer soaring and catching unaware hedge
funds that had bet on the stock to fall.
GameStop aside, the so-called WallStreetBets group on Reddit also bid up shares of other
financially-burdened firms like headphone maker Koss and cinema chain AMC Entertainment to
frustrate major bettors who had wagered on those shares to decline too due to the weak
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earnings of the firms. At one point, a 15 percent surge in silver futures on New York’s Comex
exchange was also linked to WallStreetBets, although the Reddit group denied this.
As the dust settled this week, hedge funds such as Melvin Capital, Citron Research, Citadel and
Greenlight Capital lost anywhere between tens of millions to a few billion dollars each due to the
actions of the so-called Redditors - made up of college kids and ordinary wage-earners, some
investing the first time and earning tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars on the average from
their wagers.
But some retail investors who bought GameStop also suffered losses, as the stock plunged
from a high of $483 on January 28 to around $60 by February 5, wiping out almost $29 billion in
its market capitalization.
Whatever the case, both sides demanded federal action. The hedge funds want the so-called
Redditors taken to task for colluding to organize the buying of shares - a practice forbidden
under the rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The WallStreetBets group, in return, accuse big banks and financial firms of creating a parallel
effect to collusion by issuing public advisories on stocks they were "shorting," or selling forward,
and the desired prices they had on these shares - which can become self-fulfilling prophecies
once more participants take up such advice.
In short, the group wants the practice of "short-selling" banned. Redittors also filed class-action
lawsuits against online stockbroking applications, their leading target being an app called
Robinhood, that at one point prevented them from adding to their positive wagers on
GameStop. Aside from the failed connotation lent by its name as a dispenser of justice for the
poor, the Robinhood in this case happens to depend largely on revenue from Citadel - the same
hedge fund that lost money short-selling GameStop shares.
Roberts of RIA Advisors said what was not articulated well in the GameStop saga were the
margin requirements imposed on brokerages like Robinhood that had to have at least 10
percent of their clients’ exposure in cash in bank accounts linked with the National Securities
Clearing Corporation that serves as gateway for all US stock trades.
"Because of the exponential trades in GameStop, Robinhood, in theory, ended up very quickly
with negative cash balances and had to raise some $4 billion or so literally overnight," he said.
"That's why Robinhood was forced to limit its trades and Citadel had to come to its rescue. It
certainly didn't help allay the conspiracy theory of the two being in bed together."
As for short-selling, Roberts said it was essentially a risk management tool that he supported.
"If I have a long exposure to quality stocks such as Amazon, Apple and Microsoft, and I want to
hedge some of that risk, there's nothing wrong in me betting against something like GameStop
because of my research that tells me this stock should go down based on its valuation," he said.
What he was against, said Roberts, was banks and hedge funds publicizing their short calls on
a stock - which, he agrees with Redditors, is a form of collusion, as it has the effect influencing
the masses to help realize the target of the \NaII Street firms.
"One of the problems we have with social media of today is stock prices going up and down at
lightning pace because of the calls publicized on Twitter and Face book, and often the damage
is done before regulators can determine if there has been manipulation," he said. "This is
something that needs to stop. If you’re a bank and you’re going to short a stock, you can't talk
about it and you can’t publicize it because that’s exactly what you are accusing the Redditors of
doing; only they took bets on the opposite side of you."
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What Roberts advocates is exactly what individuals such as Len Peter, a retail investor and
long-time Reddit follower from Queens, New York, want in the form of legislation.
"GameStop and AMC are struggling because of the pandemic that’s strangling brick-and-mortar
stores and cinema chains," Peter said in an interview with Sputnik. "These companies have the
ability to rebound once life is back to normal. But they are not getting any legislative protection
for their shares. Meanwhile, Wall Street is allowed to profit billions of easy dollars by decimating
the value of these companies in the name of hedging."
The spotlight hasn’t fallen on regulators like this since the Great Recession of 2008/09 that led
to the demise of investment bank Lehman Brothers and the bankruptcy of scores of other Wall
Street firms. The Obama administration, that was in office then, responded with some of the
tightest rules aimed at forbidding excessive speculation in the financial markets.
US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen told an ABC interview on Thursday morning that she had
called for a meeting with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Commodities Futures
Trading Commission, and also the Federal Reserve, to "understand deeply" what was going on
with the GameStop issue, before acting. Her office said in a statement later in the day that she
was still reviewing whether what had transpired was "consistent with investor protection and fair
and efficient markets".
Reporting on the development, MarketWatch suggested that to pacify retail investors, regulators
might curb brokers from directing customer trade orders to major market makers to avoid
possible conflict of interest. Adam Sarhan, chief executive at New York-based investment
advisory Sarhan Capital, said there might also be some curbs placed on what investors could
do on social media with information about their stock buys and sells, and further restrictions may
be introduced on margin requirements.
But he also thinks nothing will be done to untowardly hurt the big guys in the room.
"Money talks," Sarhan told Sputnik. "Individuals come and go but the institutions stay. You don't
have ten Goldman Sachs to expend. The institutions are there for a reason and they’re
cemented into the system for a hundred years or more. That was the government's thinking
when it responded with the bailouts to Wall Street 12 years ago, and that’s how it will also think
now."
Roberts has another interesting theory on why Wall Street firms will never be made to "pay their
pound of flesh", so to speak.
"Most regulators, when they leave their government jobs, will be going to the same banks and
hedge funds they had oversight over. You don’t want to piss off your future boss with a
regulation he might not like," he said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Administration to Remove Yemen’s Houthis from US Foreign Terrorist List - Reports
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration has notified Congress it will
remove Yemen's Houthi movement from the US list of groups designated as foreign terrorists,
the Washington Post reported citing a State Department official and three congressional aides.
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The report on Friday said the Biden administration has formally informed Congress it will
remove the Houthis from the US foreign terrorist organizations list.
The Trump administration added the Houthi movement to its list of foreign terrorist organizations
days before the end of its tenure. The leader of the movement, Abdul-Malik al-Houthi, his
brother and military commander Abd al-Khaliq al-Houthi and another Ansar Allah commander
Abdullah Yahya al-Hakim were listed as global terrorists.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Says Trump Should Not Receive US Intelligence Briefings
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - President Joe Biden said in an interview that former
President Donald Trump should not have access to US intelligence briefings.
"I think not... because of his erratic behavior unrelated to the insurrection," Biden told CBS News
in an interview that aired Friday.
Biden said he thinks there's no need for Trump to have access to intelligence briefings because
it brings no value other than the fact he might slip up and reveal classified information.
The White House is currently reviewing whether Trump should have access to the US
president's intelligence briefings amid concerns he may misuse it.
Former US presidents have been granted access to classified intelligence briefings on major
policy issues.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Top Diplomat Blinken Talks Iran, Russia With 3 European Counterparts - State Department
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken discussed matters
concerning Russia, Iran, China and other global events with his counterparts from France,
Germany, and the Untied Kingdom, State Department spokesperson Ned Price said in a press
release.
"Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken met with his counterparts from France, Germany, and the
United Kingdom today in a video teleconference to discuss COVID, Iran, Burma, Russia, China,
climate change, and other pressing issues," Price said on Friday.
Blinken emphasized the United States' commitment to take coordinated action with partners to
address global issues, Price said.
Moreover, Price said Blinken and his counterparts underscored the importance of working
together to deal with security, economic, and other matters of mutual concern.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
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Migrants Still Expelled From US Despite Mexico Decision to End Cooperation - Rights Group
EL PASO, February 5 (Sputnik) - US immigration enforcement continues to expel Central
American migrants to Mexico despite the Mexican government's decision to stop abiding by the
Trump-era health policy, Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy Center Executive Director and
attorney Linda Rivas told Sputnik.
"We have confirmed with our colleagues in Cd. Juarez [Mexico] that this is not the case in this
region. Central Americans, including family units, are still being expelled on a daily basis," Rivas
said.
On Wednesday, the Washington Post reported that the Mexican government would stop
allowing the US government to expel Central American migrants back to Mexico under a
Trump-era policy, known as Title 42, which has allowed US immigration enforcement to
immediately expel migrants at the southern border without going through traditional immigration
proceedings.
The policy was implemented in order to prevent the novel coronavirus from spreading in Border
Patrol stations and immigration detention centers. More than 390,000 migrants have been
subject to "expulsions" since the policy went into effect last March.
The new development has worried immigration advocacy groups on the border, which are
concerned that another migrant humanitarian crisis may be looming ahead amid the pandemic.
Rivas said immigration advocacy groups over the last several weeks have been preparing to aid
asylum seekers in the El Paso region in light of recent events.
"People migrating doesn't have to be a crisis. We should be allowing asylum seekers to
present," Rivas said. "DHS [Department of Homeland Security] needs to be ready to process
asylum seekers in a humane manner and avoid a crisis, they have the power to do this."
Earlier this week, US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) said it has seen a steady increase
in border encounters since April 2020, which has caused some facilities to reach maximum safe
holding capacity. The agency said it will avoid keeping migrants in a congregate setting for any
length of time amid the pandemic.
CBP data shows that more than 70,000 migrants have been apprehended at the US-Mexico
border each month from October to December. The numbers for January will be released later
this month.
President Joe Biden has ordered a review of the current US immigration policies and a
temporary stop to the so-called "Remain in Mexico" asylum program, officially known as the
Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP), which required asylum-seeking migrants to temporarily
return to Mexico for the duration of their immigration proceedings. More than 60,000
asylum-seeking migrants have been affected by the rule.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
ANALYSIS - Delay in US Afghan Exit May End Peace Talks, Yet Biden Unlikely to 'Hand'
Taliban Victory
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WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - A delayed withdrawal of US forces from Afghanistan will
likely lead to an end to intra-Afghan peace talks, but the Biden administration may find it
necessary as opposed to leaving without any meaningful concessions from the Taliban, experts
told Sputnik.
On Wednesday, the congressionally-mandated Afghanistan Study Group, co-chaired by former
Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman General Joseph Dunford, released a report that recommended
the United States delay a withdrawal from Afghanistan if the Taliban fail to abide by the
agreement it reached with Washington last February under the Trump administration.
POSTPONED US EXIT LIKELY TO END PEACE TALKS
The Middle East Institute's Afghanistan and Pakistan Studies Director Marvin Weinbaum told
Sputnik the Taliban will likely pull out of peace talks if the Biden administration decides to halt
plans to fully withdraw US forces from Afghanistan.
"Their participation has largely been in order to ensure that foreign forces leave," Weinbaum
said. "Once the US decides to keep an indefinite military presence, however small, the Taliban's
incentive to remain in the talks will be gone."
The US-Taliban deal, also known as the Doha agreement, signed last February under the
Trump administration requires the United States to withdraw all forces in exchange for
counterterrorism assurances. However, US officials have said the Taliban have failed to split
from al-Gaeda as required by the agreement.
A Taliban official last week said they will shoot any Americans who remain in Afghanistan
beyond the exit date.
Weinbaum said a decision by the administration to halt plans to withdraw from Afghanistan may
escalate violence in the country, but a complete withdrawal of US forces in Afghanistan could
lead to greater violence.
"It will probably lead to an escalation in violence but so too is there likely to be greater violence
once the foreign forces have departed and in the absence of US air power the Taliban mount a
major military military campaign against the Afghan security forces," Weinbaum said.
The Taliban has increased its military and political strength in Afghanistan for some time as the
Kabul government and United States, in their effort to reach a political settlement, have regularly
yielded in the negotiations to the Taliban, Weinbaum said.
AVOID HANDING AWAY WIN
Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters on Friday that the US Defense Department
is currently reviewing the Doha agreement. Kirby said Washington has recommitted to a political
solution, and pointed out that there is no military solution to the conflict.
Michael O'Hanlon, who specializes in US defense strategy at the Brookings Institution, told
Sputnik the Biden administration must remain flexible and avoid giving the Taliban a one-sided
deal in its favor.
"We have to stay flexible and seek peace, but we can’t hand a victory to the Taliban," O'Hanlon
said.
The experts do not foresee a large deployment of US troops in Afghanistan. Under the Trump
administration, the United States reduced its troop levels in Afghanistan from 14,000 to 2,500.
"Conceivably it could go up to 4,500 but it is doubtful that any increase in troops would occur,"
Weinbaum said. "There's not the political support for becoming more committed."
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O'Hanlon also agreed that a small increase to the US presence in Afghanistan is possible under
the current conditions unless a major event occurred that would require a major military
escalation.
"I think modest increases within the rough framework of today, and roles and missions of today,
would be possible, yes, but nothing huge, absent another big event like another major terrorist
attack in the US emanating from Afghan soil," O'Hanlon said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Stocks Notch Best Week Since October on Improving Economic Data
NEW YORK, February 5 (Sputnik) - US stocks had their best week since October, with the
S&P500 and tech-heavy Nasdaq indexes hitting record highs on Friday for a second straight
day, as mixed US jobs data and improvement in the services sector suggested the US economy
may be recovering from the worst impact of the coronavirus pandemic.
The S&P 500, a barometer for the top 500 US stocks, settled the week up 4.7 percent at 3,887,
after hitting a record high at 3,895. The last time the index gained more in a week was during
the week to October 29, when it finished up 7.3 percent.
Nasdaq, which reflects the performance of tech giants such as Face book, Apple, Amazon,
Netflix and Google, finished the week up 6 percent at 13,856 after a record high at 13,878.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, the broadest gauge of the New York Stock Exchange,
gained 3.9 percent to close the week at 31,148. It hit a record high of 31,272 on Thursday.
Friday’s rally in stocks came after Labor Department data showed the United States gaining
49,000 jobs in January, although the rise fell short of economists’ expectations. On Thursday,
the Institute of Supply Management published the best services sector performance since
February 2019. Combined, these suggested a recovery in an economy still under much stress
from the coronavirus pandemic.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Minnesota Activates National Guard for Officers Trial in George Floyd’s Death - Governor
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The Minnesota National Guard has been activated to
ensure public safety during the upcoming trials in Minneapolis of former police officers involved
in the death of George Floyd, the governor’s office said in a news release.
"Governor Tim Walz today issued Executive Order 21-06, authorizing the Minnesota National
Guard to provide public safety assistance to Minneapolis and Saint Paul during the upcoming
trials of the former officers involved in the death of George Floyd," the release said on Friday
evening.
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Members of the National Guard will be visible and available as needed as public interest
increases surrounding the trials, the release explained.
"There are some public safety events for which you cannot plan, and there are some for which
you can. The upcoming trials of the former officers involved in the death of George Floyd have
raised the potential of civil unrest in Minneapolis, Saint Paul, and nearby communities," Waiz
said in the release.
Riots erupted in cities across the United States after Floyd died in police custody on May 25.
Floyd was taken to a hospital after police officer Derek Chauvin pressed his knee against his
neck for eight minutes despite pleas he could not breathe and died shortly thereafter.
Chauvin's trial is due to start on March 8, while the trials of the three other former police officers
who were on patrol with Chauvin are scheduled to take place in August.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US, European Allies Urge Smooth Transition to New Unified Libyan Authority
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - Governments of the United States, France, Germany,
Italy and the United Kingdom welcomed the agreement on a unified interim Libyan executive
authority and called for "a smooth and constructive" transition.
"We call on all current Libyan authorities and actors to ensure a smooth and constructive
handover of all competences and duties to the new unified executive authority," the
governments said in a joint statement on Friday.
The five countries also warned in the statement that they will hold to account anyone who
undermines the political process in Libya or threatens the country’s stability.
On Friday, the Swiss-hosted Libyan Political Dialogue Forum elected an interim unity
government that will be in charge of Libya until general elections ae held on December 24.
Businessman Abdul Hamid Mohammed Dbeibah became prime minister designate and
Mohammad Younes Menfi, Libya’s former ambassador to Greece, will chair the interim
Presidential Council.
"A long road still lies ahead. The unified executive authority will have to implement the ceasefire
agreement, provide essential public services to the Libyan people, initiate a program for
meaningful reconciliation, address critical national budget needs, and organize national
elections," the statement said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Urges Turkey Not to Retain Russian S-400 Air Defense System - Spokesman
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WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States is urging Turkey to dispose of the
Russian S-400 air defense system, US Defense Department spokesperson John Kirby told
reporters.
"We urge Turkey not to retain the S-400 system,” Kirby said during a press briefing on Friday.
The spokesperson reiterated the United States’ position that the S-400 is incompatible with the
US F-35 fifth generation fighter jet program as well as other NATO weapon systems.
"Turkey is a long-standing and valued NATO ally, but their decision to purchase S-400 is
inconsistent with Turkey’s commitments as a US and NATO ally,” Kirby added.
In July 2019, the US government announced that it was suspending Turkey's participation in the
F-35 program over its purchase of the S-400 system, in December 2020, the United States also
imposed sanctions on the Turkish Presidency of Defense Industries under the Countering
America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA).
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Welcomes Solidarity Day with Protesters in Belarus - State Department
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The State Department spokesman Ned Price told
reporters that the United States embraces an initiative to mark on Sunday an International Day
of Solidarity with Belarus and continues to be amazed by protests in the country.
"The United States welcomes the opportunity to recognize a Day of Solidarity with People of
Belarus this Sunday, February 7. This coming week will mark six months of peaceful protests
following the fraudulent election last August. We continue to be amazed by the exceptional
strength, resilience and courage of the Belorussian people,” Price said during a daily press
briefing.
Belarus has seen regular mass opposition protests since the August 2020 election, which saw
President Alexander Lukashenko re-elected for a sixth term. While electoral authorities maintain
that Lukashenko collected over 80 percent of the vote, the opposition insists that his key
contender, Svetlana Tikhanovskaya, won the election.
Price reiterated US support for “a peaceful and inclusive dialogue that bolsters an independent,
sovereign Belarus with the government that preserves its people’s fundamental rights.”
Tikhanovskaya has called for an International Day of Solidarity with Belarus on February 7 and
has urged "international leaders, activists, journalists and all friends” of the country to join the
initiative.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Condemns Russia for Expelling 3 European Diplomats, Stands With Allies - State Dept.
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WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States condemns Russia's expulsion of three
diplomats from Germany, Sweden and Poland and stands in solidarity with these countries, US
Secretary of State Antony Blinken said in a statement.
Earlier on Friday, the Russian Foreign Ministry said three European diplomats have been
designated persona non grata for participating in unauthorized rallies in support of opposition
figure Alexey Navalny and will soon leave Russia.
"The United States condemns the expulsion today of three European diplomats from Russia for
observing the January protests," Blinken said via Twitter. "This arbitrary and unjustified act is
Russia's latest departure from its international obligations. We stand in solidarity with Germany,
Poland and Sweden."
The diplomats were expelled during a press conference held by Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov with EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrell in Moscow.
Borrell trip to Moscow is the first official visit by a EU foreign policy chief since 2017.
A source in Moscow told reporters earlier that the Swedish diplomat took part in the
unauthorized rally in St. Petersburg on January 23. The Swedish embassy said the diplomat
had only watched the rally.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
SPUTNIK TOP STORIES OF THE DAY
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) INTERIM LIBYAN GOVERNMENT
* Representatives of Libya's warring sides voted for the new temporary executive on Friday,
with Mohammad Younes Menfi as the new head of the presidency council and Abdul Hamid
Mohammed Dbeibah as the new prime minister, the results of the vote at Geneva talks showed.
* The members of the inclusive Libyan political dialogue forum have agreed to form a unified
budget for the first time since 2014, Stephanie Turco Williams, an acting special representative
of the UN Secretary General and the head of the UN Support Mission in Libya (UNSMiL), said.
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
* The International Criminal Court (ICC) ruled on Friday that it has jurisdiction to open an
investigation into alleged war crimes committed by Israel in the occupied Palestinian territories.
* The United States has serious concerns about the ICC’s attempts to exercise jurisdiction over
Israeli citizens, US State Department spokesperson Ned Price said.
US-SAUDI RELATIONS
* US President Joe Biden’s order to end support for the Saudi-led offensive operations in
Yemen terminates intelligence sharing and providing advice to the Saudi forces, Pentagon
Press Secretary John Kirby said on Friday.
* The United States needs to see more serious effort on the part of Saudi Arabia to address
civilian casualties in Yemen, Kirby said.
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* The United States expects Saudi Arabia to improve its human rights record such as by
releasing political prisoners, White House spokeswoman Jen Psaki told reporters.
MYANMAR DEVELOPMENTS
* UN Special Envoy for Myanmar Christine Schraner Burgener spoke overnight with Deputy
Commander-in-Chief Vice-General Soe Win, condemning the military action and calling for the
immediate release of all detained government officials, United Nations spokesperson Stephane
Dujarric told reporters on Friday.
* Myanmar President Win Myint, who was detained during the military coup on Monday, has
been taken to an unknown location together with his family, a National Democratic League
(NLD) spokesman said.
* Myanmar has restricted the operation of the social media platform Twitter on a number of
leading national network operators, the non-governmental organization NetBiocks reported.
RUSSIA EXPELLS THREE DIPLOMATS
* Diplomats from Sweden, Poland and Germany, who participated in the unauthorized rallies in
Russia, have been declared persona non grata and will soon leave the country, the Russian
Foreign Ministry said on Friday.
* German Chancellor Angela Merkel called the expulsion of the three European diplomats from
Russia unjustified.
* Merkel recalled that Germany and the European Union reserved the right to expand sanctions
against Russia after the recent events, but emphasized the need to continue the dialogue out of
"strategic necessity."
* Poland expects Russia to cancel the "erroneous" decision to expel a Polish diplomat and
warns of retaliatory sanctions, the Polish Foreign Ministry said.
* The Swedish Foreign Ministry confirmed to Sputnik the expulsion of its diplomat from Russia,
adding that it considers the move unjustified and rejects claims about the diplomat's
participation in unauthorized rallies.
NORD STREAM 2
* German Chancellor Angela Merkel said on Friday she believes the differences among
Western countries, including the United States, on the Nord Stream 2 project were not as big as
they seemed to be.
* The European Union will be unable to suspend the building of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline
without Germany’s approval, being a project conducted jointly by a group of privately-owned
firms, European Commission Spokesman Peter Stano said.
LAVROV-BORRELL TALKS
* Possible European Union sanctions against Russia over the Alexey Navalny case are an
internal matter for the bloc, but force Russia to view the European Union as an unreliable
partner, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov told EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said
on Friday.
* Russia and the European Union agree on the necessity to renew relations and expand the
channels for dialogue, Lavrov said.
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* Russia and the European Union should have a separate channel to discuss the fight against
disinformation, Lavrov said.
* Borrell said that he reiterated the call for Alexey Navalny’s release at the talks with Lavrov in
Moscow.
* Borrell, said he was hoping the EU medicines watchdog would be able to certify Russia’s
Sputnik V vaccine against the coronavirus, following the recent article in The Lancet.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Air Force to Probe Security at US Bases Worldwide After Andrews Breach - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US Air Force will review security protocols at its
bases around the world after an unarmed man broke into a C-40 aircraft at Joint Base Andrews,
Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby said on Friday.
The C-40 aircraft is used to transport the US vice president, defense secretary and other top
government officials.
"The acting Secretary of the Air Force and the Air Force Chief of Staff are going to order the Air
Force Inspector General to fully investigate this issue, everybody takes seriously what
happened," Kirby said. "This investigation by the Air Force IG [Inspector General] will also
include their installations worldwide."
The Air Force has made adjustments to its security protocols at Joint Base Andrews following
the incident, Kirby said.
Earlier on Friday, the Air Force said in a statement that an unarmed man gained unauthorized
access to the flightline at Joint Base Andrews and broke into a C-40 aircraft. The man was
detained and interviewed by security forces then turned over to local law enforcement after it
was revealed he had two outstanding warrants, the statement said.
There is no indication that the man has any ties to extremist groups, the statement said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Must End US ’Rogue Status' in International Treaties - Peace Movement Director
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - Recently inaugurated US President Joe Biden needs to
end the go-it-alone rogue status in which his predecessor Donald Trump isolated the United
States from global treaties and organizations, World BEYOND War peace movement Executive
Director and Nobel Peace Prize nominee David Swanson told Sputnik.
"One of the many things we must rightly demand of the new US government is the
abandonment of rogue status, the serious participation in treaties, a cooperative and productive
relationship with the rest of the world," Swanson said.
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On Wednesday, the United States and Russia agreed to extend the New START Treaty for five
more years without any renegotiation of its terms. The treaty is now set to expire on February 5,
2026.
Biden already had the executive power to go much further and recommit the United States to a
web of binding cooperation treaties on national security, environmental and other issues,
Swanson said.
"We’ve all heard about the Iran agreement, which ought to be re-joined and made into a treaty and sanctions [against Tehran] ought to be ended. Biden can do this alone, except for the
ending sanctions part," he stated.
Biden has already returned the United States to the Paris Climate Accords, which Trump pulled
out of. Now, he should go further to extend and strengthen those commitments, Swanson
advocated.
"We’ve all heard about the Paris climate agreement, which ought to be re-joined and made into
a treaty - and military pollution included. Biden can do this alone," he said.
Biden should not rest on his initial laurels but reverse all the moves Trump made to pull the
United States out of so many other international agreements and commitments, Swanson
stressed.
Swanson said many of Trump's moves were illegal because treaties require Congressional
approve and have built-in procedures for addressing the alleged problems the former president
used as excuses to withdraw.
"Biden can rejoin them at will. Does he have the will?" Swanson asked.
Biden needed to commit himself strongly not to disastrous corporate trade agreements, but to
disarmament treaties that increased humanity's chances of survival, Swanson advised.
"We’re talking about the Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces(INF) Treaty, and the Open Skies
Treaty (OST) which need to be rejoined, not just the New START Treaty that is now being
renewed," he said.
Swanson warned that the Democrats' obsession over the past four years accusing Trump of
conspiring with Russia to win the 2016 presidential election might prevent the Biden
administration from improving relations with Moscow.
"Will the madness of Russiagate win out over the sane-ness of disarmament?" he asked.
Biden also needed to reverse or scrap many other Trump unilateral moves, Swanson pointed
out.
"Trump also took the United States out of the UN Human Rights Council, and out of UNESCO
[the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), both of which need to be
rejoined. Trump sanctioned the top officials of the International Criminal Court (ICC). That needs
to be undone and the court joined," he said.
Of the United Nations’ 18 major human rights treaties, the United States is party to only five,
fewer than any other nation on earth, except Bhutan (with four) and tied with Malaysia,
Myanmar, and South Sudan, Swanson recalled.
"The US government has never ratified the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and withdrew from
the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty in 2001. It has never signed the Mine Ban Treaty or the
Convention on Cluster Munitions," he said.
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Contrary to popular opinion, the United States is not a leading provider of aid to the suffering of
the world, not as a percentage of gross national income or per capita or even as an absolute
number of dollars, Swanson added.
Swanson's organization, World BEYOND War, is a global nonviolent movement that seeks to
end war and establish a just and sustainable peace.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Wants More Serious Effort by Saudis to Address Civilian Casualties in Yemen - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States needs to see more serious effort on
the part of Riyadh to address civilian casualties in Yemen, Pentagon Press Secretary John
Kirby told reporters on Friday.
"We have made it very clear over a long period of time that we need to see more serious effort
by the Saudis to address the problem of civilian casualties," Kirby said.
Kirby’s comments come after US President Joe Biden on Thursday announced the United
States was stopping all support for the Saudi-led offensive operations in Yemen, but would
continue to defend its ally against other threats.
Kirby said one of the things driving that decision is the humanitarian crisis in Yemen.
Biden also vowed to step up diplomatic efforts to solve the conflict by peaceful means and
appointed veteran diplomat Timothy Lenderkin as his special envoy for Yemen.
Saudi Arabia has welcomed the United States’ stance toward the need to resolve the crisis in
Yemen by political means, the Saudi Ministry of Foreign Affairs said on Friday.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Pentagon to Conclude Review of Global Troop Presence by Mid-Year - Spokesman
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US Defense Department will conduct a review of the
American military's global presence by the middle of this year, Pentagon Press Secretary John
Kirby told reporters on Friday.
"The Department will conduct a global force posture review of the US military footprint,
resources and strategies," Kirby said. "We expect to have it completed by mid-year."
Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin said on Thursday that The Pentagon is going to conduct a
global review of the US military force posture. He stressed that Washington will consult with
allies and partners as it conduct this review.
US President Joe Biden announced on Thursday that the United States is halting any planned
removal of forces from Germany.
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Last July, the US government confirmed plans to reduce its forces from Germany by some
12,000 troops. Most of those withdrawn were supposed to return to the United States and the
remainder redeployed further east.
Kirby said on Tuesday that The United States has not yet decided on its military postures in
either Iraq or Afghanistan.
The US-Taliban deal signed in February of last year requires the US to withdraw all forces in
exchange for counterterrorism assurances. However, US officials have said the Taliban have
failed to split from al-Qaeda as required by the agreement.
A Taliban official last week said they will shoot any Americans who remain in Afghanistan
beyond the exit date.
The Trump administration reduced troop levels in Afghanistan from 14,000 to 2,500.
Moreover, there has not a decision been made on the US posture in Iraq among other places.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Chief Welcomes Selection of Interim Libyan Government, Urges All to Respect Results
UNITED NATIONS, February 5 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said on
Friday he welcomed the selection of the members of the new executive authority in Libya and
called on all actors, within and outside the country, to respect the outcome of the vote.
Earlier in the day, representatives of Libya's warring sides voted for the new temporary
executive, with Mohammad Younes Menfi as the new head of the presidency council and Abdul
Hamid Mohammed Dbeibah as the new prime minister.
"Today, we have very good news in our search for peace. I welcome the selection by members
of the Libyan Political Dialogue Forum of the unified temporary executive authority," Guterres
said. "And I call on all members of the Dialogue and the Libyan and international stakeholders to
respect the results of the vote."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Pentagon Reviewing Doha Agreement on Afghanistan - Spokesperson
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US Defense Department is currently reviewing the
Doha deal on Afghanistan, Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters on Friday.
"We are reviewing what we are doing in Afghanistan, we are reviewing the Doha agreement, we
are reviewing the compliance with the Doha agreement," Kirby said.
Kirby said Washington has recommitted to a political solution, and pointed out that there is no
military solution to the conflict.
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The US-Taliban deal signed in February of last year requires the US to withdraw all forces in
exchange for counterterrorism assurances. However, US officials have said the Taliban have
failed to split from al-Qaeda as required by the agreement.
A Taliban official last week said they will shoot any Americans who remain in Afghanistan
beyond the exit date.
The Trump administration reduced troop levels in Afghanistan from 14,000 to 2,500.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US State of Virginia Passes Death Penalty Ban, Governor Expected to Sign
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The main legislative chamber of Virginia has passed a
measure on Friday abolishing the death penalty in the state.
"Today, the Virginia House of Delegates passed a measure to abolish the death penalty," the
Virginia House Democrats said in a statement. "HB [House Bill] 2263 would eliminate capital
punishment sentencing in the Commonwealth, and convert existing death sentences to life in
prison without parole."
The measure is expected to become law as the upper legislative chamber, the State Senate,
passed the same bill earlier this week. Now Virginia Governor Ralph Northam, who is committed
to ending the death penalty, is expected to sign it into law.
"Virginia would become the 23rd state in the United States ...to abolish the death penalty. The
Commonwealth has executed 1,389 people since 1608. One hundred thirteen of these death
sentences have been carried out since 1976, making Virginia second only to Texas in
executions since the death penalty was reinstated," the release said.
The Senate companion bill, SB 1165, passed the Senate 21-17 on Wednesday and that
legislation has been referred to the House Courts of Justice Committee, the release added.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Democratic Senator Introduces Bill to End Embargo on Cuba - Statement
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - US Democratic Senator Ron Wyden has introduced
legislation to end the embargo on Cuba, his office said in a press release on Friday.
"The US-Cuba Trade Act of 2021 would repeal the major statues that codify sanctions against
Cuba, including the Helms-Burton Act and the Cuban Democracy Act, as well as other
provisions that affect trade, investment and travel with Cuba. It would also establish normal
trade relations with the country," Wyden said.
Wyden said in the news release that continuing the US embargo would be a failure of US
leadership, adding that Congress has an obligation to improve US-Cuba relations as quickly as
possible.
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US-Cuba relations have long been tense and they soured under the Trump administration.
President Donald Trump toughened the policy once he took office in 2016, restricting travel,
boosting the economic embargo and imposing sanctions on Raul Castro, Cuba's Communist
Party leader, over alleged human rights violations and for supporting the Venezuelan
leadership.
Earlier in January, Cuba was restored to a list of state sponsors of terrorism after being removed
from the list by President Barack Obama in 2015.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Has Serious Concerns About ICC Bid to Exercise Jurisdiction Over Israelis - State Dept.
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States has serious concerns about the
International Criminal Court's attempts to exercise its jurisdiction over Israeli citizens, State
Department spokesperson Ned Price told reporters on Friday.
The International Criminal Court (ICC) ruled earlier that it has jurisdiction to open an
investigation into alleged war crimes committed by Israel in the occupied Palestinian territories.
"We have serious concerns about the ICC’s attempts to exercise its jurisdiction over Israeli
personnel. We have always taken a position that the court’s jurisdiction should be reserved for
countries that consent to it or that are referred by the UN Security Council," Price said during a
daily briefing, adding that the US is reviewing the verdict.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Terminates Intelligence Sharing on Yemen, Advice to Saudi Forces - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden's order to end offensive support
in Yemen terminates intelligence sharing and providing advice to Saudi forces, Pentagon Press
Secretary John Kirby said on Friday.
"As a result of the president's order yesterday, DoD [Defense Department] had been providing
some limited non-combat assistance for coalition operations and that would include intelligence
and some advice and best practices and that all has been terminated, but Saudi Arabia remains
a partner in terms of combating terror in the region," Kirby said during a press briefing.
On Thursday, Biden said the United States was stopping all support for the Saudi-led offensive
operations in Yemen, but would continue to defend its ally against other threats. Biden also
vowed to step up diplomatic efforts aimed at solving the conflict by peaceful means and
appointed veteran diplomat Timothy Lenderking as his special envoy for Yemen.
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This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
White House Says ‘Up to Iran’ to Revive Nuclear Deal
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States will reciprocate in kind if Iran resumes
its compliance with the nuclear deal that may serve as a platform for further negotiations, White
House spokeswoman Jen Psaki told reporters on Friday.
"It’s really up to Iran. If Iran comes back into full compliance with the obligations under the
JCPOA, the Iran nuclear deal... the United States would do the same and then use it as a
platform to build a longer and a stronger agreement that also addresses other areas of
concern,” Psaki said during a daily briefing.
She confirmed media reports that the National Security Council hosts on Friday an interagency
policy meeting on the Middle East, including Iran.
"It’s focus is broadly on the Middle East. I am sure Iran will be a part of the discussion as it’s an
important issue, an important priority for President and many of our partners and allies around
the world,” Psaki said. “But this is not a decisional meeting. It’s not a meeting where policy will
be concluded. And it’s not a meeting the President of the United States will be attending. This is
a normal part of the interagency policy process, just as there are meetings about immigration,
criminal justice, the economy every single day across government."
Biden has vowed to return the United States to the 2015 agreement with Iran, abandoned by his
predecessor Donald Trump, but also calls for negotiating a broader agreement that would cover
outstanding issues, like Iran’s missile program or its clientele across the Middle East.
Psaki said that broad consultations with Congress and US partners will preempt any Biden
administration decisions regarding Iran.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Pentagon to Conclude Review of Global Troop Presence by Mid-Year - Spokesman
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US Defense Department will conduct a review of the
American military's global presence by the middle of this year, Pentagon Press Secretary John
Kirby told reporters on Friday.
"The Department will conduct a global force posture review of the US military footprint,
resources and strategies," Kirby said. "We expect to have it completed by mid-year."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Expects Saudi Arabia to Improve Human Rights Record - White House
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WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States expects Saudi Arabia to improve its
record in the area of human rights, including undertaking measures such as releasing political
prisoners, White House spokeswoman Jen Psaki told reporters on Friday.
"We, of course, expect Saudi Arabia to improve its record in human rights," Psaki said. "That
includes releasing political prisoners such as women’s rights advocates."
Psaki said the United States is encouraged by yesterday's release of two dual US-Saudi
citizens, and emphasized that Washington hopes to see more progress in the coming months.
On Thursday, US President Joe Biden announced the United States was stopping ail support
for the Saudi-led offensive operations in Yemen, but would continue to defend its ally against
other threats. Biden also vowed to step up diplomatic efforts to solve the conflict by peaceful
means and appointed veteran diplomat Timothy Lenderkin as his special envoy for Yemen.
Saudi Arabia has welcomed the United States’ stance toward the need to resolve the crisis in
Yemen by political means, the Saudi Ministry of Foreign Affairs said on Friday.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Administration Conducting Review of European Trade Tariffs - White House
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration is currently reviewing
European trade tariffs, White House spokeswoman Jen Psaki told reporters on Friday.
"I know there is a lot of interest in trade tariffs and that’s also under review now," Psaki said
about European trade measures.
The trade war between the United States and the 27-nation bloc broke out in 2018 under
then-president Donald Trump's tariffs strategy to change the national trade policy and reduce
the trade deficit.
The new duties largely affected a set of steel, aluminum, and other European goods, to which
the EU responded with its tariffs on various US items. The tense trade relations between
Brussels and Washington are also affected by a long-term subsidy row over the US' Boeing and
the EU's Airbus aircraft makers.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
ICC Rules It Has Jurisdiction to Probe Alleged Israel War Crimes in Occupied Territories
UNITED NATIONS, February 5 (Sputnik) - The International Criminal Court (ICC) ruled on
Friday that it has jurisdiction to open an investigation into alleged war crimes committed by
Israel in the occupied Palestinian territories.
"The Chamber hereby finds, by majority, that, as a consequence, Palestine qualifies as ‘the
State on the territory of which the conduct in question occurred’ for the purposes of the article
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12(2)(a) of the [Rome] Statute," the ruling said. "The Court’s territoriai jurisdiction in the
'Situation in Palestine’ extends to the territories occupied by Israel since 1967, namely Gaza
and the West Bank, including East Jerusalem."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Administration Conducting Review of European Trade Tariffs - White House
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration is currently reviewing
European trade tariffs, White House spokeswoman Jen Psaki told reporters on Friday.
"I know there is a lot of interest in trade tariffs and that’s also under review now," Psaki said
about European trade measures.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Guterres Appoints German Lawyer Geiss as Director of UN Institute for Disarmament Research
UNITED NATIONS, February 5 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres on Friday
appointed German lawyer Robin Geiss to head the UN Institute for Disarmament Research, the
UN Spokesperson’s office said in a statement.
"UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres today announced the appointment of Robin Geiss of
Germany as Director of the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR)," the
statement said.
Geiss, who has most recently served as Director of the Glasgow Centre for International Law
and Security at the University of Glasgow, brings to the position nearly 20 years of experience in
peace and security, the statement said.
He also served as the Swiss Chair of international Humanitarian Law with the Geneva Academy
of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights, held multiple posts in academia in
Austria, Germany and France and worked as Legal Adviser for the International Committee of
the Red Cross for Geneva and New York.
Geiss succeeds Renata Dawn from Ireland, who headed UNIDIR since January 2018.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Expects Saudi Arabia to Improve Human Rights Record - White House-
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WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States expects Saudi Arabia to improve in
the area of human rights including by releasing political prisoners, White House spokeswoman
Jen Psaki told reporters on Friday.
"We, of course, expect Saudi Arabia to improve its record in human rights," Psaki said. "That
includes releasing political prisoners such as women’s rights advocates."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Welcomes US Efforts to Find Political Solution to End Conflict in Yemen - Spokesman
UNITED NATIONS, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United Nations welcomed the United States'
efforts to find a political solution to resolve the decade-long crisis in Yemen, the Office of the UN
Spokesperson said in a statement on Friday.
On Thursday, US President Joe Biden said the United States was stopping all support for the
Saudi-led offensive operations in Yemen, but would continue to defend its ally against other
threats. Biden also vowed to step up diplomatic efforts aimed at solving the conflict by peaceful
means and appointed veteran diplomat Timothy Lenderking as his special envoy for Yemen.
"We welcome the decision of the United States to strengthen its diplomatic engagement in
support of the UN-led efforts to find a negotiated, comprehensive political solution to end the
conflict in Yemen," the statement said. "We also welcome all decisions seeking to create further
space for dialogue and to alleviate the suffering of the Yemeni people."
The recent decisions taken by the Biden administration are a "positive development" and UN
Special Envoy for Yemen Martin Griffiths looks forward to working constructively with all parties,
the statement also said.
The United States should also reverse the rebel Houthi movement's designation as a Foreign
Terrorist Organization based on humanitarian grounds amid growing concerns of Yemen sliding
into famine, the statement added.
The United Nations considers Yemen the world's worst humanitarian crisis, with more than 80
percent of the population, or 24.1 million people, in need of humanitarian assistance.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden to Visit Pentagon, US Medical Research Agency Next Week - White House
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden will visit the Department of
Defense and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) next week, White House spokesperson Jen
Psaki told reporters on Friday.
"On Wednesday, he will visit the Pentagon to meet with the Secretary of Defense, and on
Thursday President Biden will visit the National Institutes of Health," Psaki said.
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The president, she added, will engage with bipartisan groups on the rescue plan, vaccine
distribution and national security. On Monday, Biden will virtually visit a vaccination center, the
spokesperson said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Welcomes US Efforts to Find Political Solution to End Conflict in Yemen - Spokesman
UNITED NATIONS, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United Nations welcomed US efforts to find a
political solution to resolve a decade-long crisis in Yemen, the Office of the UN Spokesperson
said in a statement on Friday.
On Thursday, US President Joe Biden said that Washington was stopping all support for
Saudi-led offensive operations in Yemen but would continue to defend its ally against other
threats. Biden also vowed to step up diplomatic efforts aimed at solving the conflict by peaceful
means and appointed veteran diplomat Timothy Lenderking as his special envoy for Yemen.
“We welcome the decision of the United States to strengthen its diplomatic engagement in
support of the UN-led efforts to find a negotiated, comprehensive political solution to end the
conflict in Yemen,” the statement said. “We also welcome all decisions seeking to create further
space for dialogue and to alleviate the suffering of the Yemeni people.”
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Canada Drawing Vaccines From COVAX Program ‘Not Right Thing to Do’ - Green Party Leader
TORONTO, February 5 (Sputnik) - Canada drawing on coronavirus vaccine supplies through
the COVAX facility is immoral, despite this being a legally viable option, Green Party Leader
Annamie Paul said on Friday.
On Thursday, Canada's Procurement Minister Anita Anand said that the British
biopharmaceutical company AstraZeneca could begin delivering coronavirus vaccines to
Canada before the end of March through the COVAX facility - an co-led by the World Health
Organization, the Gavi vaccine alliance and the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness
Innovations - if regulatory approval is granted.
"There is a very big difference between having a right and doing what’s right. In the case of
COVAX and drawing down vaccines from it, we have the right to draw down those vaccines...
but it’s not the right thing to do," Paul said during a virtual press briefing.
Paul explained that the COVAX facility is intended to ensure equitable distribution of vaccines to
developing nations unable to procure vaccines on the open market. Canada is the only G7
nation that has announced its intention to draw from the COVAX facility.
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Responding to the criticism, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said that Canada, as contributor to
the initiative, is entitled to access available doses and availability through COVAX was always
part of the country’s vaccine procurement strategy.
Canada will receive 1.9 million doses of the AstraZeneca coronavirus vaccine before June,
Trudeau said.
Canada is in the midst of a vaccine shortage that worsened after producer Pfizer halted delivery
to the country last week and following an announcement that another producer, Moderna, will
deliver 50,000 less vaccine doses this week. The Trudeau government has received the brunt of
the criticism for the lackluster vaccine rollout that the opposition has condemned as a failure.
According to the government’s vaccine distribution czar, Maj. Gen. Dany Fortin, Canada will
likely experience a shortage of vaccine doses through to the end of the first quarter of 2021.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Austin, Afghan President Discuss Need for Negotiated Settlement to End War - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin and Afghanistan
President Ashraf Ghani discussed over the telephone the peace process in the conflict-torn
country and the necessity to reach a negotiated settlement to end the war, the Defense
Department said in a release on Friday.
"President Ghani and Secretary Austin discussed the Afghan peace process and the imperative
for a negotiated settlement to end the war," the release said. "Both sides emphasized the
importance of seizing this opportunity for peace.
Austin also reassured Ghani of Washington’s commitment to an enduring US-Afghan
partnership and emphasized the strength of the defense ties, according to the Pentagon.
Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters on Tuesday that The United States has not
yet decided on its military postures in either Iraq or Afghanistan.
The US-Taliban deal signed in February of last year requires the US to withdrawal! forces in
exchange for counterterrorism assurances. However, US officials have said the Taliban have
failed to split from al-Qaeda as required by the agreement.
A Taliban official last week said they will shoot any Americans who remain in Afghanistan
beyond the exit date.
The Trump administration reduced troop levels in Afghanistan from 14,000 to 2,500.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Says January Jobs Report Indicates US Economy ‘Still in Trouble’
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The January jobs report reveals that the US economy is
"still in trouble," President Joe Biden said during a press conference on Friday.
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"The January job numbers came out today, now while we're grateful for everyone that found
work and is earning a paycheck, it's very clear our economy is still in trouble," Biden told
reporters.
"The January job numbers came out today, now while we’re grateful for everyone that found
work and is earning a paycheck, it's very clear our economy is still in trouble," Biden said during
a press conference.
The monthly jobs report shows that 49,000 jobs were added in January, dropping the US
unemployment rate to 6.3 percent.
However, Biden noted that ten million people in the United States are still out of work and four
million have been out of work for six months or longer.
Biden also said 15 million individuals in the United States are behind on rental payments and 24
million adults and 12 million children are food insecure.
In addition, Biden said the Republican coronavirus relief proposal does not do enough to
address the crisis in the United States, so he plans to act fast without their support.
Congressional Republicans oppose the Democrats’ $1.9 trillion coronavirus relief package. Ten
Senate Republicans met with Biden earlier this week to lay out their $600 billion relief plan.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Austin, Afghan President Discuss Need for Negotiated Settlement to End War - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin and Afghanistan
President Ashraf Ghani discussed over the telephone the peace process in the conflict-torn
country and the necessity to reach a negotiated settlement to end the war, the Defense
Department said in a release on Friday.
"President Ghani and Secretary Austin discussed the Afghan peace process and the imperative
for a negotiated settlement to end the war," the release said. "Both sides emphasized the
importance of seizing this opportunity for peace."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Special Envoy Speaks With Myanmar's Deputy Military Chief, Condemns Coup Spokesman
UNITED NATIONS, February 5 (Sputnik) - UN Special Envoy for Myanmar Christine Schraner
Burgener spoke overnight with Deputy Commander-in-Chief Vice-General Soe Win,
condemning the military action and calling for the immediate release of all detained government
officials, UN spokesperson Stephane Dujarric told reporters on Friday.
"[The Special Envoy] had a virtual meeting with the deputy commander in chief of the armed
forces of Myanmar," Dujarric said. "She reiterated the Secretary-General's strong condemnation
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of the military action that disrupted the democratic reforms that were taking place in the country.
She also reiterated her call for the immediate release of all detained and emphasized the need
to advance progress on key areas in regards to a safe, dignified, voluntary and sustainable
repatriation of the Rohingya refugees."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US, Russia Can Seek Missile Defense INF Limits After New START Deal - Arms Control
Analyst
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The United States and Russia can launch fresh
negotiations for limits on missile defense systems and intermediate-range nuclear forces (INF)
after agreeing to extend the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START) for five years,
Los Alamos Study Group Director Greg Mello told Sputnik.
"Paths trodden in the past may still be among the best, including limitations on missile defense
and intermediate arms," Mello said. "It would be helpful if NATO countries ended NPT
[Non-Proliferation TreatyJ-violating basing of US nuclear weapons."
On Wednesday, the United States and Russia agreed to extend the New START treaty for five
more years without any renegotiation of its terms. The treaty is now set to expire on February 5,
2026.
Mello said extending New START was the easiest move the new Biden administration could
make with Russia to revive momentum in strategic arms control talks following President Donald
Trump's scrapping of so many arms control agreements. But further progress could now be
made despite the poor state of US-Russia relations, Mello noted.
"The New START extension was very much the 'low-hanging fruit' on the arms control tree.
Other fruit is not ripe but could ripen if bilateral relations were to warm up. There is no visible
sign of that - the opposite I would say - but arms control and disarmament have always
proceeded under threatening clouds," he said.
Both American public opinion and significant elements within the US military favored scrapping
or at least curbing the proliferation of nuclear weapons systems, Mello pointed out.
"We cannot leave this matter to the officials of the Biden Administration but must seek every
way forward, like water finding its way. We therefore must be hopeful but realistic also. The
American people do not much like nuclear weapons, and a fair chunk of the military has no love
for nuclear weapons either," he said.
The United States and Russia still enjoyed the possibility of reaching strategic cooperation on
nuclear arms as well as in other major security areas in the coming years because the costs and
dangers of continuing confrontation were so high for both nations, Mello observed.
"Yes, they can agree, for the simple reason that the United States in particular will, over time,
find its empire unsustainable. Cooperation will become necessary for survival. Let us hope both
our countries are best with farsighted, capable leadership, which to be frank has been in short
supply in the United States," he said.
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It was virtually certain that progress in arms control and disarmament would follow, not lead,
progress in other spheres, such as addressing the massive inequality which has grown in the
United States, Mello advised,
"I think politics, including arms control politics, may follow culture. ... Sooner or later some of the
US nuclear modernization plans will slow. 'Sooner or later could be a long time, or, in a mild
degree it could be only a year or two," he said.
However, that time was not come yet, Mello cautioned.
"The atmosphere has to be right, and it isn't," he said.
The New START Treaty has been in effect since 2011 and was set to expire on February 5. It
remains the only arms control agreement between the United States and Russia and implies
that each side would gradually reduce its nuclear arsenal to a total of 700 rockets, 1,550
warheads, and 800 launchers.
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US Defense Chief Approves 1,110 Troops to Support 5 Federal Vaccination Sites - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin has approved
1,110 service members to support five federal vaccination sites across the United States, the
Pentagon said on Friday.
"On February 4, the Secretary of Defense approved 1,110 active duty service members will
support 5 FEMA [Federal Emergency Management Agency] COVID-19 vaccination centers," the
Pentagon said in a press release.
Each team will consist of 222 service members from all branches of the US military, the release
said. The teams will include registered nurses, clinical staff, vaccinators, command and control,
and general purpose personnel, the release added.
FEMA's request for 10,000 service members to support 100 vaccination sites is still pending,
according to the release.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Six More US Companies Will Surge Manufacturing At-Home Coronavirus Test Kits - White
House
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - Six additional firms in the United States will boost their
manufacturing of the rapid at-home coronavirus test kits, White House Senior Adviser for
COVI D-19 Response Andy Slavitt said on Friday.
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“Today, you’ll hear even more action on testing. We will announce that six more companies will
surge manufacturing of at-home test kits with the goal of by summer having millions of
Americans being able too ok access at-home tests,” Slavitt said.
Supply Chain Coordinator Tim Manning said during the briefing that the Biden administration
plans to invest in the six suppliers over the coming weeks in order to quickly boost domestic
testing capability.
Manning also said 61 million tests will be available by the end of the summer.
On Monday, the Defense Department said the US government has awarded $231.8 million to
the Australian biotechnology firm Eilume to scale up production of an over-the-counter
coronavirus home test kit.
The investment will enable the company to manufacture up to 19 million test kits per month by
the end of 2021, Slavitt said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Canada to Increase Humanitarian Aid to Ukraine by $5.5Mln - Envoy to UN
UNITED NATIONS, February 5 (Sputnik) - Canada will increase its humanitarian aid to Ukraine
by $5.5 million, Canadian Ambassador to the United Nations Bob Rae said in a briefing on
Friday.
"We are ready to increase our commitment by 5.5 million dollars into our fiscal year - it is the
end of March - so we are announcing it now," Rae said during a virtual briefing on the situation
in Ukraine organized by the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA).
Canada has already contributed $50 million since the onset of the crisis in Ukraine in 2014, Rae
said. He pointed out that while it is essential to strengthen support to people in need, resolving
the crisis will require seeking political progress.
According to OCHA, the protracted crisis in eastern Ukraine has affected 5.2 million people, with
3.5 million requiring urgent assistance.
Ukraine’s eastern Donbas region has been mired in conflict since 2014 when Donetsk and
Luhansk's regions declared independence.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Chief Reappoints Ex-New York Mayor Bloomberg as Special Envoy on Climate Solutions
UNITED NATIONS, February 5 (Sputnik) - Former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
has been reappointed as UN Special Envoy on Climate Ambition and Solutions ahead of the
climate summit in Scotland in November, United Nations spokesperson Stephane Dujarric said
in a statement on Friday.
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"United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres today announced the reappointment of
Michael R. Bloomberg of the United States as his Special Envoy on Climate Ambition and
Solutions to mobilize stronger and more ambitious climate action in the lead-up to the critical
Glasgow Climate Conference - COP 26 - in November 2021Dujarric said.
In his new role, Bloomberg will strengthen the coalition of governments, companies, cities and
financial institutions committing to carbon neutrality before 2050, Dujarric said.
The former mayor will also work with government officials, the private sector and civil society to
help them transition to a clean energy economy and phase-out coal by 2040, in line with the
Paris Climate Agreement.
Bloomberg said he was honored to serve as UN climate envoy and become the first Global
Ambassador for the campaigns "Race to Zero" and "Race to Resilience" that unite cities,
businesses and investors to step up climate resilience.
"Climate change is a global challenge, and I'm looking forward to continuing to accelerate
progress," Bloomberg said via Twitter.
The new appointment is the third UN Special Envoy role for Bloomberg. In 2014, former UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon appointed Bloomberg as his first Special Envoy for Cities and
Climate Change.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
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US Destroyer Conducts Freedom of Navigation Operation in South China Sea - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - A US Navy guided missile destroyer has crossed the
South China Sea in a "freedom of navigation" operation, the 7th Fleet announced in an official
news release on Friday.
"On February 5, USS John S. McCain asserted navigational rights and freedoms in the vicinity
of the Paracel Islands," the release said. "This freedom of navigation operation (FONOP) upheld
the rights, freedoms and lawful uses of the sea recognized in international law."
The operation challenged the unlawful restrictions on innocent passage imposed by China,
Taiwan, and Vietnam and also challenge China’s claim to straight baselines enclosing the
Paracel Islands, the release said.
"Unlawful and sweeping maritime claims in the South China Sea pose a serious threat to the
freedom of the sea, including freedoms of navigation and overflight, free trade and unimpeded
commerce, and freedom of economic opportunity for South China Sea littoral nations," the
release said.
China, Taiwan, and Vietnam all claim sovereignty over the Paracel Islands and all three require
permission or advance notification before a military vessel or warship engages in “innocent
passage” through that sea. However, unilateral imposition of any advance-notification
requirement for passage is not permitted by international law, the release noted.
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White House Confirms lNon-Decisional’ Policy Meeting on Iran
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - White House spokeswoman Jen Psaki on Friday
confirmed a media report about an interagency policy meeting on Iran hosted by the National
Security Council, but said it was "not decisional."
"The meeting today is part of an ongoing policy review. It is not decisional... There are no
pending policy announcements," Psaki said via Twitter.
Psaki said that broad consultations with Congress and US partners will preempt any Biden
administration decisions regarding to Iran.
The news website Axios reported earlier that the White House is convening on Friday a National
Security Council principals committee meeting focused on Iran’s nuclear program "in a sign of
the urgency" President Joe Biden feels about the matter.
Biden has vowed to return the United States to the 2015 nuclear agreement with Iran,
abandoned by his predecessor Donald Trump who instituted a maximum pressure campaign on
Tehran, but also calls for negotiating a broader agreement that would cover outstanding issues,
like Iran’s missile program or its clientele across the Middle East.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Says Full US Employment 10 Years Away at Current Jobs-Creation Pace
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - President Joe Biden on Friday said the United States
would need at least 10 years to reach full employment at the current pace of recovery in the US
job market, underscoring the need for members of Congress to act swiftly to pass another
economic relief package.
"Only 6,000 private sector jobs been created. At that rate it’s going to take 10 years before we
get to full employment. That's not hyperbole, that's a fact," Biden said in reaction to the
government's monthly unemployment report for January.
Earlier on Friday, the Labor Department announced that the US added just 49,000 jobs in
January, putting the current unemployment rate at 6.3 percent.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Canada Losses 213,000 Jobs in January, Unemployment Rate Reaches 9.4% - Statistics
Agency
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TORONTO, February 5 (Sputnik) - The Canadian economy shed 213,000 jobs in the month of
January, the second consecutive month of jobs losses, amid reintroduced lockdown measures
across the country, the federal statistics agency said on Friday.
"Employment fell by 213,000 (-1.2%) in January,” Statistics Canada said in its monthly labor
force survey. “The decline in January followed a 53,000 drop (-0.3%) in December and brought
employment to its lowest level since August 2020.”
The national unemployment rate shot up to 9.4 percent, the highest level since August,
Statistics Canada said. The labor force participation rate also dropped to its lowest level since
August, currently sitting at 64.7 percent.
The decline in employment was the result of losses in part-time work, primarily in the provinces
of Ontario and Quebec, which were placed into province-wide shutdowns last month, the
agency said.
Canada’s prime minister, Justin Trudeau, is expected to address the employment numbers
during a press briefing later in the day. Meanwhile, the opposition’s shadow finance minister,
Conservative Pierre Poilievre, called the jobs report devastating and slammed the Trudeau
government for having the lowest vaccination rate, biggest deficit and highest unemployment
rate in the G7.
Canada’s economy remains in a precarious position with the number of coronavirus cases
surging since the beginning of the fall and many jurisdictions suspending reopening plans while
others begin to implement new restrictive measures. The Bank of Canada expects that the
resurgence of the pandemic will place the country back into recession territory in the first quarter
2021
.
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US Adds 49,000 Jobs in January, Unemployment Rate Falls to 6.3% - Labor Dept.
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US unemployment rate fell by 0.4 percentage points
to 6.3 percent in January as the country added 49,000 jobs last month in a
pandemic-suppressed market, the Labor Department announced on Friday.
"The unemployment rate fell by 0.4 percentage point to 6.3 percent in January, while nonfarm
payroll employment changed little," the department’s Bureau of Labor Statistics said as it
reported a growth of 49,000 jobs. Those gains came on the back of December’s losses where
the department now reported a deficit of 227,000 jobs compared with a previously published
140,000.
Economists polled by US media had expected 50,000 jobs to be added in January.
While what the Labor Department reported came within a whisker of that target, the country still
lost more jobs than anticipated over the past year when December's revisions were taken into
account, said Adam Button, analyst at ForexLive,
"The US has 9.8 million fewer jobs than it did in February 2020 and to keep up with population
trends, 12 million would have to be added,” he said in a note.
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The United States lost more than 21 million jobs between March and April, at the height of
business lockdowns forced by the coronavirus. A rebound of 2.5 million jobs was logged in May
and 4.8 million in June, before the recovery began slowing. For both September and October,
fewer than 700,000 jobs were added each month. In November, there were just 245,000
additions before December’s revised tally of 227,000 lost jobs.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
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US Trade Gap Rises 17.7% to Reach $678.7Bln in 2020 - Commerce Department
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US trade deficit in goods and services widened last
year by 17.7 percent or $101.9 billion to reach $678.7 billion, the Commerce Department
announced on Friday.
"For 2020, the goods and services deficit increased $101.9 billion, or 17.7 percent, from 2019,”
the department said. “Exports decreased $396.4 billion or 15.7 percent. Imports decreased
$294.5 billion or 9.5 percent."
Overall ,the goods and services deficit was at $678.7 billion, up from $576.9 billion in 2019, the
department said. The US trade deficit with China decreased $34.4 billion to $310.8 billion.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
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US Adds 49,000 Jobs in January, Unemployment Rate Falls to 6.3% - Labor Dept.
WASHINGTON, February 5 (Sputnik) - The US unemployment rate fell by 0.4 percentage points
to 6.3 percent in January as the country added 49,000 jobs last month despite a
pandemic-suppressed market, the Labor Department announced on Friday.
"The unemployment rate fell by 0.4 percentage point to 6.3 percent in January, while nonfarm
payroll employment changed little," the department’s Bureau of Labor Statistics said as it
reported a growth of 49,000 jobs, versus a decline of 140,000 jobs in December. Economists
polled by US media had expected a gain of 50,000 jobs in January.
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